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ABSTRACT

Parallelization of Droplet Microfluidic Systems for the Sustainable

Production of Micro-Reactors at Industrial Scale

David Conchouso González

At the cutting edge of the chemical and biological research, innovation takes place

in a field referred to as Lab on Chip (LoC), a multi-disciplinary area that combines

biology, chemistry, electronics, microfabrication, and fluid mechanics. Within this

field, droplets have been used as microreactors to produce advanced materials like

quantum dots, micro and nanoparticles, active pharmaceutical ingredients, etc. The

size of these microreactors offers distinct advantages, which were not possible using

batch technologies. For example, they allow for lower reagent waste, minimal energy

consumption, increased safety, as well as better process control of reaction conditions

like temperature regulation, residence times, and response times among others.

One of the biggest drawbacks associated with this technology is its limited produc-

tion volume that prevents it from reaching industrial applications. The standard pro-

duction rates for a single droplet microfluidic device is in the range of 1− 10mLh−1,

whereas industrial applications usually demand production rates several orders of

magnitude higher. Although substantial work has been recently undertaken in the

development scaled-out solutions, which run in parallel several droplet generators.

Complex fluid mechanics and limitations on the manufacturing capacity have con-

strained these works to explore only in-plane parallelization.

This thesis investigates a three-dimensional parallelization by proposing a mi-

crofluidic system that is comprised of a stack of droplet generation layers working

on the liquid-liquid flow regime. Its realization implied a study of the characteristics
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of conventional droplet generators and the development of a fabrication process for

3D networks of microchannels. Finally, the combination of these studies resulted in

a functional 3D parallelization system with the highest production rate (i.e. 1Lh−1)

at the time of its publication. Additionally, this architecture can reach industrially

relevant production rates as more devices can be integrated into the same chip and

many chips can compose a manufacturing plant.

The thesis also addresses the concerns about system reliability and quality control

by proposing capacitive and radio frequency resonator sensors that can measure ac-

curately increments as small as 2.4% in the water-in-oil volume fraction and identify

errors during droplet production.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Microfluidics: An Evolving Platform for Chemical Reac-

tions

Microfluidics is a highly multidisciplinary field that deals with the behavior, control

and handling of small volumes of liquids that are geometrically constrained in chan-

nels of sub-millimeter dimensions. As a consequence of miniaturization (see A.1),

microfluidics has brought much technology advancement to biological and chemical

laboratories [1, 2, 3, 4]. Entire systems have been moved from multiple macro-scale

facilities into small integrated chips or Lab on a Chip (LoC), which allow the ultimate

control of process conditions and the integration of detection systems at resolutions

not possible with macroscale systems [1, 5].

In chemistry, microfluidics made possible the development of Micro-Reaction Tech-

nologies (µRTs), in which the reduced reaction volumes enable better sample-to-

sample chemical consistency, increased safety, and greater control than any other

preceding technologies (e.g. Batch technologies (BTs)). Table 1.1 shows a summary

of these advantages along with examples of chemical processes that can potentially

benefit from them.

Because of its exceptional characteristics µRTs are currently used as powerful

tools in the chemical and biological synthesis and process identification in laboratory

settings. The users of µRTs are mainly Research and development (R&D) groups

working on the creation of advanced materials for industries such as nanomaterials,
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Table 1.1: Potential applications for µRTs

Flow Chemistry Feature Potential applications

Reaction Linearity High Control of reaction parameters

Early product development and
testing

Drug discovery (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredi-
ents)

Multistep Reaction Reaction with solid, Catalysis

Online Analysis Controlled Addition of exact Stoichiometries of
Reagents

Safety for Hazardous Reaction Azides preparation and reaction, hydrazoic acid,
continuous dipolar cycloaddition

Extreme Reaction Conditions High Temperature and Pressure

Gas-Liquid Reactions Ozonolysis

Screening and Optimization for
Chemical Synthesis

Research

Controlled Mixing Diffusion limited Reactions, Gas-Liquid Reac-
tions

Heat Transfer Controlled Exothermic and Endothermic Reac-
tions

Storage and Transportation of
reactive products

Phosgene, Acrolein, Interhalogen compounds,
Chloramine, Hydrazines, Metalli-organic
reagents, Azides, Diazo Compounds

Low Consumption of Reagents Early R&D of Pharmaceuticals

biotechnology, fine chemicals, and pharmaceutics. The products manufactured by

these companies focus on quality and therefore, the use microfluidic systems can play

a major role in the development of innovative products that require an increased

reaction control. µRTs are also valuable in applications where safety is a significant

concern like in the preparation of azides or continuous dipolar cycloaddition[6].

A conceptual comparison of performance vs. development effort/cost between

µRT and BT is presented in Fig. 1.1. The development of an application in both

cases can be described as an elongated “s” curve, where three development stages
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can be observed: initial process prototyping, process optimization, and saturation.

Although both technologies follow the same behavior, µRTs present an increased re-

action performance over BTs because of the miniaturization advantages previously

described. However, it is noteworthy to point out that this improved performance

also comes with significant development efforts and with lower production volumes

than batch methods, which makes this technology not always suitable for all appli-

cations. µRTs will not replace current BTs; instead, its market opportunity is in the

manufacturing a whole new category of advanced chemical products. The red zone

indicates the point where the emerging µRTs start being competitive with BTs; this

shows that µRTs have a tremendous potential for development of advanced materials

in the coming years [6].
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Figure 1.1: Future of flow chemistry. Expectation of further development in flow
chemistry for high added value applications. (Adapted from [6])

1.1.1 Single vs. Multiphase Flow Reactors

µRTs are classified into single-phase and multiphase reactors. In single-phase flow

chemistry, two or more miscible reagents are introduced separately through mi-

crochannels and then joined to mix and react in a continuous flowing stream. The
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Figure 1.2: Flow profile microfluidic systems. (a) The single phase chemistry flow
profile is parabolic. Fluid elements in the center travel at greater lineal speed than
elements close to the walls. At the wall (interface solid-liquid) the velocity is zero or
close to zero because of the fluid mechanics condition known as “No Slip”. In the
case of two phase chemistry, droplets (b) and plugs (c) travel as a discrete object and
therefore, every droplet has the same residence time. In the case of the plugs, the DP
interacts with the channel walls and internal recirculation is formed. On the other
case, Droplets, the DP does not interact with the channel walls.

mixing happens usually through diffusion and the reaction takes place along the inter-

face between the reagents. Multi-step reactions are possible by adding other reagents

downstream, thus enabling the manufacturing of more complex products [7]. Because

of the simple fabrication requirements, these reactors can be made using various ma-

terials that are compatible with a broad range of solvents.

One problem observed in these systems that lead to inconsistent products, is

the reaction residence time distribution produced by the parabolic velocity profile of

the flow in a channel (see Fig. 1.2 (a)). Fluid elements at the center have greater

lineal speed than elements close to the channel walls, a condition commonly know as

“no-slip” in fluid mechanics. Clogging and fouling of the channels are other typical

difficulties that arise from the deposition of precursors and products in the channel

walls. These problems have been especially seen in high-temperature reactions in
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organic solvents [8]; therefore, the use of these single-phase reactors is not always

convenient.

In two-phase flow chemistry or droplet microfluidics, two immiscible fluids are

used to generate streams of droplets of one fluid, also know as Disperse phase (DP),

into a carrier fluid or Continuous phase (CP). When these fluids are sent through a

Microfluidic Droplet Generator (MFDG) and they meet at a microchannel junction,

the balance between the shearing forces and the interfacial tension causes droplet

formation [9]. These femto to picoliter size droplets are then used as micro-reactors

with an enhanced performance given by their large surface area to volume ratio. Un-

like single phase chemistry, droplets move at the same linear speed in the microfluidic

channels allowing consistent droplet-to-droplet residence times (Fig. 1.2 (b), (c)) [10].

Also, they have less interaction with the channels walls because they are surrounded

by the CP, which reduces the probability of channel fouling and clogging.

Other significant properties of these droplet-size micro-reactors include: accurate

size and shape control [11], monodisperse size-distribution, precise chemical compo-

sition [12], increased mass transfer, improved heat transfer [10, 11], effective mixing

by internal recirculation [13], low reagent consumption, and safer chemical handling

among others.

Because of the properties mentioned above, droplet microfluidics maintains the

promise of enabling high-throughput screening of chemical and biological libraries [2,

14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. They are also seen as facilitators for molecular analysis and single

cells studies by mimicking biological and chemical environments [18, 19, 20, 21]. The

integration of sensors on-chip for monitoring the reaction kinetics, the payload, and

other interesting properties of these droplets is possible and enables control systems

and detection systems (e.g. fluorecense detection) at incredible resolutions. Moreover,

since the reactions are confined in minute quantities, reactive reagents and products

can also be handled with low risk.
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Size control and complex reaction kinetics in droplets have enabled the synthesis

of engineered particles in various fields. Some examples include: polymer particles

[22, 23], microcapsules [24, 25, 26, 27], nanoparticles [10, 28, 29], quantum dots [30,

31, 32], photonic beads [33], etc.

1.2 Thesis Motivation

The potential of two-phase systems expands far beyond that of single phase flow

chemistry. However, despite their usefulness in nanomaterials and chemical research,

to the best of my knowledge no commercial products (e.g. nanoparticle, quantum

dots, active pharmaceutical ingredients, etc.) have been manufactured at commer-

cially relevant scales of production using droplet microfluidics.

Thus far, companies related to droplet-based microfluidics have mainly focused

on exploiting the enhanced detection characteristics of in droplets to develop solu-

tions for R&D groups around the globe. For example, companies like RainDance

Technologies® and Bio-Rad® have developed commercially available systems that

make use of the rapid and improved detection in droplets to serve applications such

as Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequencing and Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

amplification. A good industrial perspective paper describing more commercial ap-

plications based on this enhanced detection of microfluidics can be found elsewhere

[34].

The main reason behind the poor industrial adoption in the manufacturing of

advanced materials is the lack of engineering solutions that are needed to move current

systems from academic proof of concepts to industrially relevant scales of production.

The typical volume production for a single MFDG is around 1 to 10mL/h or less than

100 kg/year of DP per device, whereas industrial applications usually demand several

orders of magnitude higher (e.g. several tons per year) [35]. Therefore, scaling up

current technologies is a necessary step in the evolution of droplet microfluidic systems
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to keep up with all of the chemical advancement that has been happening at low-scale,

especially in applications like in the production of active pharmaceutical ingredients

with enhanced properties (As discussed in Chapter 4).

1.2.1 Future Markets Needs

Nowadays only few single-phase micro-reactors dedicated to production are installed

around the globe. This number is expected to grow to few hundred units by 2017 to

make up for an annual demand of 25 Me[6]. Likewise, R&D systems based µRTs are

estimated to generate 17.8 Me/year by the same year. An important niche market is

observed in the future µRTs (Fig. 1.3), as these systems move from laboratory proof

of concepts to commercial applications. A lot of development is yet needed to bring

µRTs to production applications.

Figure 1.3: Niche market for µRT in the evolution of the research applications to-
wards development and product applications to achieve the expected mass production

1.2.2 Scale-out vs. Traditional Scale-up for Droplet-Based

µRT

Two possible solutions have been considered to solve this problem. The first one,

scale-up, consists of increasing the dimensions of the microfluidic device to generate
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more product. Since this process involves modifying the geometry and size of the

droplet-based microreactors the underlying process chemistry may experience yield

or detriment to product quality [8]. Additionally, in two-phase chemistry, this scale-

up process cannot go indefinitely as droplets cannot be made infinitely large.

The second option, scale-out, intends to increase the production volume by run-

ning in parallel many microfluidic devices that maintain the same dimensions and

properties of the low-scale systems. The goal is to achieve higher production volumes

using fewer connections and driving pumps. The second option is more viable than

the traditional scaled-up processes as there are no changes to the reaction kinetics

involved, and it can lead to flexible systems, in which modules can be added or re-

trieved to adjust quickly to the production needs. Table 1.2 summarizes some of the

advantages and disadvantages of both methods.

Although substantial work has recently been undertaken on parallelization of MD-

FGs in an integrated microfluidic device [13, 36, 37, 35, 38], complex fluid mechanics

and limitations on manufacturing capabilities have constrained this work to study

only in-plane parallelization. If large volume demands are to be satisfied, an out-of-

plane parallelization also has to be explored.

This thesis proposes a truly Three-dimensional (3D) parallelization where hun-

dreds of MDFGs are integrated into a single device to satisfy the increasing interest

from the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industries. These devices can then be

treated as independent modules in a larger production plant, and their paralleliza-

tion will allow to shrink and expand the production volume of the plant.

The only way to bring to market the innovative chemical products that are devel-

oped in droplet microfluidics is to develop production systems that can increase the

production volumes by means of parallelization (i.e. scale-out). My vision for this

project does not stop at the simple parallelization of devices, but in the realization of

a complete droplet microfluidics manufacturing plant. A successful implementation of
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Table 1.2: Scale-up vs Scale-out strategies to increase the volume production of the
reactors. Traditional procedures (scale-up) involve increasing the reactor size to in-
crease the production volume. On the contrary, the scale-out approach consists of
increasing the volume by parallelizing and running hundreds of microreactors simul-
taneously.

Scaling Strategy Advantages Issues

“Scale-up”
Increase Reactor

Size

XReduced clogging likeli-
hood.
XEffective cost of produc-
tion.
XSimple liquid handling.

× Finite as droplets cannot
be made infinitely large
× Heat and mass transfer
change
× Flow and residence time
need to be validated
× May move from laminar
to turbulent flow
× As the size increases,
the reaction kinetics in the
droplets changes

“Scale-out”
Parallelization

XScalable to production
needs.
XMaintain the same dimen-
sions.
XPhysics are conserved.
XExpandible or Shrinkable.
XLess economic risk to the
company

× Serious engineering chal-
lenge in design, fabrication
and operation of paralleliza-
tion systems
× Installation may become
bulky
× Operational costs may in-
crease
× Operational costs may in-
crease
× Need of monitoring sys-
tems

this plant for µRT needs to include not only parallelization devices for droplet gener-

ation, but also monitoring systems for droplet generation, scaled-up post-generation

processing systems and quality control protocols. This concept is fairly new and it

comes as a logical consequence of the development of microfluidics in the last decade.
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1.3 Parallelization Challenges

Simultaneous operation of hundreds of MFDGs is a very challenging task. Crosstalk

or undesirable couplings effects when many MDFGs are connected to the same liquid

supplies and many other factors can unbalance the system and produce a non-uniform

output [39]. Examples of some of sources of variation and crosstalk include: hydraulic

resistance variations that depend on the number of droplets a channel contains [28],

pressure variations inherent to droplet formation (e.g. pressure changes during droplet

pinch-off) [39], variations in the channels’ stiffness, fabrication tolerances [39], irreg-

ularities in the liquid pumping [40], non-uniform loading, air bubbles [28], debris

trapped, etc.

The device described in Chapter 4 has overcome those challenges and is at the

forefront of this commercially applicable research since it is the first droplet-based

microfluidic parallelization device to cross the 1L/h volume production threshold

[41]. These devices can then be operated as modules in a production plant in order to

produce the desired volumes. Other commercially available microfluidic modules run

with only 8 MFDGs per module [42], whereas the proposed design is already running

with 512 MFDGs per module and therefore, a plant with several of this modules can

potentially revolutionize the advanced chemical synthesis industry.

1.4 Organization

This thesis first describes how droplet microfluidic technology is revolutionizing chem-

ical and biological laboratories thanks to the advantages associated with miniaturiza-

tion. These advantages have proven to be useful in the design of micro-reactors and

detections systems with faster response, greater control, safer reagent handling, and

improved performance over their macro-scale counterpart.

Then a discussion is provided about the challenges associated with scaling up
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current droplet microfluidic systems to satisfy industrial demands for high added

value applications. These challenges are not only technical, but also economical and

new sustainable strategies are needed before these technologies can play an important

role in our lives.

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the different emulsification processes as

well as the background needed to understand droplet formation in microfluidics. I

talk about the theory behind droplet formation by introducing the main parameters

governing the multiphase flow. Then in Chapter 3, different configurations of MDFGs

are introduced and explored to analize their potential use for parallelization purposes.

Finite element analysis (FEA) is then used to simulate some of these configurations

and determine the most suitable MFDG candidate for parallelization.

Chapter 4 describes a parallel droplet microfluidic generator with 512 MDFGs

working simultaneously. This device explores both in-plane and out-of-plane paral-

lelization strategies in order to achieve production rates in the order of liters per hour

of micro-droplets. This device is the result of stacking and bonding multiple layers of

MFDG arrays and distribution networks that are interconnected to reduce coupling

effects.

The three distribution networks that are commonly used to connect parallel sys-

tems are also described and a new configuration based on experimental results is

proposed. This new configuration allows the independent operation of groups of

generators and enables the possibility of closing these groups, one by one, without

affecting the operation rest.

Chapter 5 presents some methodologies for continuous monitoring techniques that

can be incorporated to existing parallel generation systems to detect typical flows

that occur during device malfunction. These strategies can enable the continuous

monitoring of parallelization modules in a larger fabrication plant.

Finally, the conclusions of the dissertation along with some of some of the future
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work are discussed for potential applications that can benefit from parallel microfluidic

droplet production.

1.5 Objectives and Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are here summarized:

• Provides a feasibility analysis of the different state of the art MDFGs as po-

tential candidates for parallel systems in terms of: droplet size dependency on

flowing-rates, channel fouling & probability of failure, and ease of manufactur-

ing.

• Studies three cross-junction variations of a flow-focusing MFDG and determines

the best geometry for parallelization

• Presents a low-cost fabrication method for parallelization systems that allows

the integration of the manifold and other hydraulic components within the

design stage. Offering a three dimensional parallelization by means of stacking

several layers of MDFGs in a single device.

• Presents the advantages of a novel distribution network for parallel systems

that allows the subdivision of the MDFGs into independent groups that can be

closed without affecting the size-dispersity of the final product.

• Demonstrates a parallel MFDG device with the highest production rate ever

reported in the literature (At the time of the publication).

• Exemplifies the use of this parallel system in the pharmaceutical industry through

the crystallization of active pharmaceutical ingredients in these confined droplets.

• Shows the integration of Radio frequency (RF) T- Resonator sensors and Ca-

pacitive sensors as two suitable candidates for the continuous monitoring of

droplet production in parallelization systems.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

With excerpts from:

• D. Conchouso, D. Castro, S. A. Khan, and I. G. Foulds, “Three-dimensional parallelization of microfluidic

droplet generators for a litre per hour volume production of single emulsions”, Published in Lab on a Chip,

vol. 14, no. 16, pp. 3011-3020, 2014. a

aReproduced from Ref. [41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a brief introduction to the most fundamental emulsification processes

is first given to provide a basic understanding of these two-phase systems. Then,

examples of emulsions that are frequently found in our daily lives are also provided.

Also emulsions are inherently unstable in nature and therefore some of them need

to be stabilized with the help of surfactants. In many liquid-liquid systems, this

stabilization step prevents droplet coalescing and merging and becomes a crucial

factor in prolonging the useful lifetime of the emulsion.

A description is then given about several emulsification methods. These methods

are currently used in the industry in the manufacturing of such systems. Some exam-

ples include batch and continuous high-shear, membrane, and microfluidic emulsifica-

tion methods. Each of them provides different benefits, and they should be selected

in agreement with the requirements of each application [43, 44, 45]. Some of the

considerations for choosing a particular method over others include production vol-

ume, droplet size, size distribution, and cost-benefit ratio among others. Examples

of applications are given in which a particular method is preferred over the others.
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The theory behind emulsion formation is also briefly described along with the

definition of some of the most important dimensionless numbers that are used to

characterize droplet microfluidic systems such as the Reynolds, capillary, and the

Weber number, etc. Other important considerations such as wetting properties, ma-

terial selection, and flow regimes in microfluidic systems are also reported.

Finally, two different approaches (i.e. “ladder-like” and “tree-like” distribution

networks) to interconnect the parallelized MDFGs are reviewed. Both of these con-

figurations have been previously used in every parallelization device demonstration

described later in Chapter 4.

2.2 Emulsification Processes

In an emulsification process, two immiscible liquids are mixed using shearing forces

to form a two-phase system. After this mixing process, one of the liquids (DP) is

dispersed in the form of droplets into the other carrier liquid (CP) to produce an

emulsion. Examples of emulsions commonly found in nature are milk and butter.

On one hand, milk is a mixture composed of minute fat droplets distributed in an

aqueous medium. On the other hand, butter is composed of water droplets dispersed

in a fatty network. We all know that milk can be turned into butter. However, a

phase inversion has to take place from O/W into W/O emulsions. It is also important

to notice that emulsions do not only exist in low-viscosity fluids such as milk but also

in other high-viscosity forms like butter or meat pastes [46].

The properties of emulsions are directly influenced by the size and size distribution

of the droplets inside the mix. Emulsions are thermodynamically unstable mixtures

that tend to move to a lower state of energy by recombining their composing droplets

and separating its liquid phases. For this reason, their fabrication requires inputting

mechanical energy in order stimulate droplet break-up and to achieve the desired

dispersion. After this step is completed, the system has to be stabilized for the
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Figure 2.1: Surfactant types. According with their head, surfactancts can be catego-
rized as: nonionic, anionic, cationic or amphoteric

required product lifetime, or otherwise, the droplets will eventually recombine and

return to an original state over time. This stabilization step is usually accomplished

with the help of surfactants that prevent droplet coalescence and recombination [43].

A surfactant is an organic compound that has a hydrophobic tail and a hydrophilic

head as shown in Fig. 2.1. When surfactants are added to an emulsion, their molecules

get aligned and deposited at the water-oil interface because of their amphiphilic nature

(See Fig. 2.2). Since surfactants can coexist between the two immiscible liquids, they

enable the stabilization of the emulsion and prevent droplet coalescence. Both, water-

in-oil or oil-in-water emulsions can be formed depending on the type and concentration

of surfactant used [45].

2.2.1 High-Shear Emulsification Processes in Batch

High-shear emulsification is the most common processing technique used to create

emulsions [47]. It uses continuous high-shear mixing of two immiscible phases in a

container to generate batch production of emulsions, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Mixers

that have been used to create the desired shearing-forces include high-speed blenders

and ultrasonic probes [46]. In this process, the mean droplet size and droplet size dis-

tribution are usually related to the surfactants and the mechanical energy dissipated

by the mixer [46]. Surfactants have a direct influence on the droplet size because
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(a) Oil-in-water emulsion stabi-
lized by surfactants

(b) Water-in-oil emulsion stabi-
lized by surfactants

Figure 2.2: Surfactant surrounding a droplets of an emulsion for stabilization. A)
shows the case for a oil-in-water emulsion, whereas B) shows the opposite case, water-
in-oil.

they affect the interfacial tension between the oil and aqueous phases which deter-

mines the energy required to deform and break up a droplet. The Laplace pressure, a

droplet experiences at the curved interface, opposes the break-up process of droplets

in emulsions [45]. The Young-Laplace equation gives this pressure:

PL = σ(1/R1 + 1/R2) (2.1)

where σ is the interfacial tension, andR1 andR2 are the principal radii of curvature

of the droplet in the vertical and horizontal planes. Since the opposing pressure is

inversely proportional to the radius of curvature, more energy is needed to break

up smaller droplets. In large containers, this property makes this type of batch

emulsification a very energy inefficient process. The disruptive forces that a droplet

experiences during this emulsification process are determined by the ratio between the

shear stress caused by the fluid’s inertia and the interfacial forces. This phenomenon

can be express in terms of a dimensionless number also known as the Weber number

(We) [45, 46].
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Figure 2.3: Batch emulsification technique. Immiscible fluids are mixed together using
high shearing forces to create a dispersion of droplets of the DP in the CP. Higher
volumes require a lot of energy and therefore this process is not very energy efficient.
The droplets produced by this methodology are between 0.1 to 10µm diameter with
a coefficient of variation on the order of 30 %

We =
ρV 2L

σ
(2.2)

where ρ is the density, V is the flow rate, L is the characteristic length (i.e.

diameter of the droplets) and σ is the interfacial tension. Droplets of 2 to 100 µm

in diameter with Coefficient of variation (Cv) ∼ 30%1 are commonly produced by

this method. One of the principal advantages of this production process are the high

volume rates that can be achieved (Typically, 100 - 20,000 Lh−1) [48].

Blending and ultrasonic homogenization, usually lead to an increase in the emul-

sion temperature because the mechanical energy gets transformed into heat due to

viscous dissipation and therefore, these systems often require the temperature control

of the vessel [46].

2.2.2 Continuous High-Shear Emulsification Processes

Continuous high-shearing homogenizers were introduced to enable multistep droplet

break-up to reduce droplet size and lower the energy requirements of batch processes.

1Coefficient of variation (Cv) is the ratio between the standard deviation of a population to the
mean.
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First, a coarse emulsion is generated using a high-speed blender, and then another

blender of smaller dimensions is used to homogenize the emulsion further.

Colloidal mills, high-pressure valve homogenizers, ultrasonic jet homogenizers are

some examples of continuous emulsification systems that produce droplets down to

1µm at typical flow rates in between 4 to 20, 000Lh−1 [46].

The cost of the emulsion homogenization process depends on the energy consump-

tion and the overall production volume needed by each application. Fine droplets are

broken up using more energy in a multistep homogenization process and therefore,

their cost proportionally increases. Each of the methods mentioned above has their

strengths and weaknesses depending on the viscosity of the fluids to be homogenized.

For example, in the food industry, colloidal mills are preferred for intermediate to

high viscosity fluids like peanut butter, or meat pastes [46]. High-pressure valves are

preferred for low to intermediate viscosities like in cosmetics applications. If further

homogenization is required, two o more high-pressure valves can be connected in se-

ries. An advantage of both colloidal mills and high-pressure valves homogenizers is

that they produce less heat than batch methodologies.

Finally, ultrasonic jet homogenizers, are the third type of continuous high shear

emulsification process. These systems use piezoelectric or magneto-restrictive trans-

ducers and liquid jet generators to disrupt the droplets with ultrasonic waves (at

frequencies ≈ 20 kHz.) that induce cavitation, shear, and turbulence in the emul-

sions. Since this methodology is more localized (e.g. occurs close to the ultrasonic

transducer), it is preferable for lower flow rates than the other methods (i.e. 1 to

5000 Lh−1). Ultrasound homogenizer can produce considerable heating and there-

fore, several short intervals of ultrasound are preferred.

Since the nature of the emulsification process is based on breaking the disperse

phase into droplets by using high-shear stresses, the coefficient of variation of these

methodologies is still around Cv ∼ 30 % o more. If the desired application requires a
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more uniform distribution, others techniques, described below, are preferred

2.2.3 Membrane Emulsification

Membrane emulsification is a second type of emulsification technique, in which the

dispersed phase is pressure driven through a controlled-size porous membrane into

the continuous phase [48, 49, 50] (See Fig. 2.4). The size and size distribution of the

droplets strongly depend on the membrane’s pore size.

Typically, the droplet size range is in between 0.1 to 10µm diameter, with coeffi-

cients of variation Cv ∼ 10 − 20% [51] and throughput capacities of 15 to 300Lh−1

[48]. A similar method is the so-called microchannel emulsification [51, 52, 53], which

utilizes a substrate with microfabricated channels or slits, instead of pores in a mem-

brane. This technology allows a much narrower size distribution (Cv ≤ 5%), but at

lower production volumes. An example of this technology is the work of Kobayashi

et al. [53], which reports production rates of 1.4 Lh−1. In that work, micro-holes are

etched using Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) on a Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) wafer.

The microfabricated substrate is then placed in between two pressurized chambers

that force the DP to flow through the micro-holes into the continuous phase in the

same way as in the case of membrane emulsification.

Con�nuous
Phase

Disperse Phase

Membrane

Applied 
Pressure

Figure 2.4: Membrane Emulsification. The disperse phase is forced to pass through a
porous membrane into the continuous flow of the CP where the droplets are formed.
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2.2.4 Microfluidic Droplet Generation

In this emulsification technique, a microfluidic droplet generator (MFDG) is used to

create an emulsion. A MFDG is comprised of a set of microchannels, where both

the CP and DP are flowed separately and then forced to meet at a junction. By the

balance between the interfacial tension and the viscous forces, droplets are generated

with a controlled size (e.g. typically in the range of 1 to 500 µm in diameter) and

a narrow droplet size dispersion. Fig. 2.5 depicts two examples of classical MDFGs

also known as the T-junction and the cross-junction generators. This emulsification

technique yields droplets with the lowest coefficients of variation (Cv ≤ 5%) but at

also low production volumes (1-10 mLh−1). When the coefficient of variation of an

emulsion is below (Cv ≤ 5%), the emulsion is said to be monodisperse [54].

One of the main advantages of this technology compared to the other methods is

the improved control and manipulation that we can have at the granularity of a single

droplet due to the microchannel confinement. Droplet microfluidic technologies are

therefore preferred for applications where precision and control are the most critical

requirements.

Disperse
Phase

Disperse
Phase

Con�nuous
Phase

Con�nuous
Phase

d
d

Figure 2.5: Microfluidic droplet generation. Two or more immiscible fluids (eg. oil,
water, gas) are flowed through microchannels into a junction point where droplets or
bubbles are formed. Here, two of the most common MDFGs are shown, the T-junction
(left) and the flow-focusing (right).
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2.3 Multiphase Flow in Microfluidics

As discussed earlier, multiphase flow in microfluidics occurs when two or more im-

miscible fluids (e.g. oil, water, gas), are flown through microchannels into a junction

point where droplets or bubbles are formed as the consequence of the balance between

the shearing forces and the interfacial tension between the fluids. Since this type of

multiphase flow occurs in closed channels, their physics are strongly dominated by

interfacial or surface effects and not as much in bulk phenomena [55].

2.3.1 Dimensionless Numbers

Dimensionless numbers such as the Reynolds number (Re), relating the inertial forces

to the viscous forces, allow the understanding of the physics of microfluidic flows. The

following equation gives the Re number:

Re =
Inertial Forces

V iscousForces
=
ρ V L

µ
(2.3)

where ρ is the density (kg/m3), V is the mean velocity of the fluid (m/s), L the

characteristic length (m) and µ is the dynamic viscosity (Pa · s).

Since the Re number has a direct dependency on the characteristic length of the

microfluidic devices (< 1mm), this dimensionless number is relatively small and

therefore most of these devices present laminar flows. Similarly, the Bond number

(Bo) that relates the gravitational and the surface tension effects also becomes minute

(<< 1) and therefore, one can ignore the effect of gravity at these scales.

Bo =
Gravitational

Surface Tension
=

(ρ− ρf )gL2

σ
(2.4)

where ρ−ρf is the fluid density difference (kg3/m3) and g is gravity (m/s2). Other
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dimensionless numbers that have more influence on the multiphase flow and have no

direct dependency to the characteristic length of these systems include the Capillary

(Ca), Weber (We), and Marangoni (Ma) numbers.

The Capillary number (Ca) is particularly important for droplet microfluidics

because it describes the relationship between the viscous forces and the surface ten-

sion, which dominate inertia and gravity. The droplet behavior and break-up process

strongly depend on Ca [55, 56]. Ca is given by:

Ca =
V iscousForces

Surface Tension
=
V µ

σ
(2.5)

We number is another important parameter that controls the droplet formation.

AlthoughWe scales with the characteristic length (i.e. droplet diameter) and becomes

smaller with smaller systems, its high dependence on the mean velocity makes it an

important parameter to consider.

We =
Inertial Effects

Surface Tension
=
ρV 2 L

σ
(2.6)

Finally, other dimensionless numbers that are used to establish reference points

for comparison between different types of microfluidic devices include, fluid property

ratios between the DP and CP such as the density ratio (α = ρcp/ρdp), the viscosity

ratio (β= µcp/µdp) and volumetric flow rate ratio (FRR= Qcp/Qdp) [56].

2.3.2 Navier-Stokes Equations in Microfluidics

The equations that describe the motion of fluids are the Navier-Stokes. These equa-

tions are obtained from the formulations of conservation of momentum and conser-

vation of mass (i.e. continuity equation).

The equation describing the conservation of momentum takes into consideration

the sum of external forces in both, the surface and the body. The inertial, pressure,
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viscous and external forces are all balanced in the following equation for incompress-

ible flow:

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u +

1

ρ
F +

1

ρ
Fg (2.7)

where u denotes the velocity vector (m/s), ρ is the density (kg/m3), ν refers to the

kinematic viscosity (Ns/m2), p is the pressure (Pa) and F and Fg are the external

forces (e.g electromagnetic interaction) and the gravitational forces. The left-hand

side of the equation describes the acceleration and inertial effects in the flow, whereas

the right-hand side considers the hydrostatic pressure, the viscous, and the external

forces. Since the Reynolds number is usually small in microfluidics (< 1) [57], the

inertial forces are typically neglected. However, there has been some cases in where

inertia has been used to focus particles and flow streams in multiphase flow [58].

Similarly to the inertial effects, the effect of gravity (low Bond number) is also

often discarded when modeling microfluidic systems. At low Re and Bo numbers the

non-linearities associated with those terms are absent and therefore, the Navier-Stokes

equations can be rewritten as [57]:

∂u

∂t
= −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u +

1

ρ
F (2.8)

The second equation used to describe the fluid mechanics is related to the conser-

vation of mass in the system. This equation is also known as the continuity equation

and for the case of incompressible flow it is given by:

∇ · u = 0 (2.9)
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This thesis is primarily focused on the fabrication and characterization of high-

throughput parallelization systems and not in the solution of the flow mechanics

in droplet microfluidic systems. However, these set of equations together with other

describing the multiphase interface were used in the simulations of droplet generation

of chapters 3 and Appendix B.

2.3.3 Flow Regimes in Droplet Microfluidics

Liquid-gas [59, 60, 61, 62] and liquid-liquid [9, 63, 64, 65] systems are the two types

of multiphase flows commonly found in microfluidics. The Navier-Stokes equations

describing the motion of these flows depend on a wide number of parameters (e.g. fluid

properties, interfacial effects, dynamic factors, etc.), and therefore, their modeling

and characterization results to be particularly challenging. One way to deal with the

characterization droplet microfluidic systems and to obtain meaningful information to

build mathematical models, is by looking at their behavior at different flow conditions

in terms of dimensionless parameters like the Ca and We numbers.

In this thesis, only the flow regimes for liquid-liquid MDFGs are introduced. A

MFDG may have one or more flow regimes (i.e. “flow patterns”) that describe the

droplet formation for a range of flow conditions. For example, Anna et al. [66]

showed more than eighteen flow regimes or “patterns” including dripping, jetting,

and laminar flow for their flow-focusing device. The proper understanding of the

transition from the dripping regime to jetting regime in flow-focusing devices was one

of the key factors that enable the production multiple emulsions [9, 63].

Fig. 2.6 shows an example of the flow regimes that are typically observed in a

T-junction generator. Three different flow regimes were identified with increasing

capillary number [65]. The first flow regime or “squeezing” regime occurs at low

capillary numbers (e.g. ≤ 0.004), where droplet formation happens at the junction.

In this regime, droplet size does not show an apparent dependency on the capillary
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number (i.e. viscosity effects) but rather on the buildup of pressure that arises as the

DP occupies the full width of the channel.

If the capillary number is increased beyond a particular threshold (e.g. ≥ 0.015),

droplet size starts to decrease quickly with increasing capillary numbers. In this

“Dripping” regime, the DP does not occupy the entire width of the channel and

droplet break-up point is shifted downstream. Finally, at very high capillary numbers

the DP is elongated in the form of a thin thread or jet before droplet formation occurs.

At this point, the droplet size strongly depends on the flow conditions.

DrippingSqueezing Jetting

T
im

e

Increasing Ca

Figure 2.6: Squeezing, dripping, and jetting in a T-junction MFDG.

2.3.4 Wetting properties

Surface wetting effects are a crucial component for droplet generator device reliability

and performance. Significant problems that lead to device failure arise when the DP

comes into contact with the channel walls and adheres to the surface. When this

wetting happens, both liquid phases want to move towards the surface of the channel,

and the multiphase interaction (i.e. viscous/surface tension) responsible for droplet

formation becomes unstable. MDFGs are manufactured using a substrate that has
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Table 2.1: Contact angle as a reference to categorize the wetting properties.

Contact Angle Wetting strength Dominant Forces

θ = 0◦ Perfect wetting Adhesive only
0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ High wetting Adhesive over cohesive
90◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦ Low wetting Cohesive over adhesive
θ = 180◦ Non wetting Cohesive only

compatible wetting properties to avoid wetting problems. For example in the case of

Oil-in-water (O/W) droplets, the microchannels are manufactured in a hydrophilic

material (e.g. glass) that enables not only uniform CP wetting throughout the device

but also prevents the DP from wetting the channel walls. Likewise in the case of

Water-in-oil (W/O) droplet systems, the device channels have to be fabricated out of

hydrophobic materials (e.g. Poly dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), PMMA, etc.) that are

wetted by oil phase but not as much the aqueous phase. A frequently used parameter

to characterize the wetting properties is the contact angle “θ” that forms when a

liquid interacts with a solid substrate and surrounding gas. This measurement takes

into account the different interfacial forces among the three phases and usually is seen

as the balance between the adhesive forces (spreading the liquid on the surface) and

the cohesive forces.

Devices capable of producing both types of droplets (i.e. W/O and O/W) have also

been demonstrated by tailoring the wetting properties of the substrate accordingly or

by using capillary-based devices in which the disperse phase never come into contact

with the channel walls. Tailoring the surface properties of the various substrates

can be achieved using surface treatments like silanization [67] or oxygen plasma [68].

Table 2.2 shows some of the most common hydrophobic surface modifications, used in

microfluidics, that are based on silanization and surfactant addition. Likewise, Table

2.3 shows commonly used hydrophilic treatments for naturally hydrophobic materials.
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Table 2.2: Hydrophobic surface modifications that have been applied on different
materials to tailor their wetting properties

Hydrophobic
Treatments

Materials Ref. Usage

Silanization -
Octadecyl-trichlorosilane
in N-heptane

Glass [67] Hydrophobic glass sub-
strates for microbial pop-
ulations

Surfactant Span-80
on the DP

PMMA [69] To produce water/oil
emulsions

Octadecyl-
trimethoxisilane

Glass [24] Hydrophobic glass capil-
laries

Table 2.3: Hydrophilic Surface Modifications for diverse substrates

Hydrophilic
Treatments

Materials Ref. Usage

Oxygen Plasma PDMS [68] Produce a valveless mi-
cropump

Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA) PDMS [68] Produce a valveless mi-
cropump

PEG coating PDMS [70] To prevent protein ab-
sorptions

Surfactant Tween 20 on
the aqueous phase (CP)

PMMA becomes
oleophobic

[69] To produce oil/water
emulsions

2-[methoxy (polyethyle-
neoxy) propyl] tri-
methoxysilane

Glass [24] Hydrophilic glass capil-
laries
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2.4 Review of Technologies for the Parallelization of Droplet

Microfluidics

Although numerous advancements in droplet microfluidics have been demonstrated,

the low volume production associated with these systems has diminished their im-

pact and delayed their adoption in the manufacturing and commercialization of novel

materials [8].

A summary of several parallelization approaches is presented in Chapter 4 along

with our proposed device for comparison reasons [35, 71, 72, 38, 73, 74, 75]. As

mentioned earlier, the primary objective in these parallelization works is to increase

the total production volume without increasing the number of pumps or connection

ports by running simultaneously (i.e. scaling-out) hundreds or even thousands of

MDFGs in a single device.

To achieve this level of integration, most of the approaches studied in the paral-

lelization literature involve the design of distribution networks to supply each paral-

lelized MFDG uniformly with both a CP and a DP.

2.4.1 Common Distribution Networks for Parallelization

Studies of distribution networks for scaled-out systems were first studied for single

phase flow reactors [76, 77, 78]. These distribution networks are used to feed every

reaction channel in a parallelization device from an unified liquid supply, and later

they are used to collect the products of the reaction from shared output.

Two types of distribution networks that serve this purpose have been proposed

and studied [78]. The first type are known as “Ladder configuration”, in which a

consecutive channel connects adjacent microfluidic reaction channel. The second type

are those referred as “Tree-like configuration”, since they use a fractal distribution

network that branches out symmetrically from a single point to each parallelized

reaction microchannel.
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Reaction
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Figure 2.7: Distribution networks in scaled-out single phase systems. (a) Ladder-like
distribution network. (b) Tree-like distribution network. Image adapted from [78]

Ladder-like Distribution Networks

In this configuration, perpendicular channels are used to supply the reagents to

the parallelized reaction channels and to collect the output (Fig. 2.7 (a)). When a

fluid enters the distribution from one side, a pressure drop is observed across these

distribution lines (e.g. dotted line in Fig. 2.7 (a) ). In the case of Stokes flow (i.e.

low Reynolds numbers Re << 1), which is typically found in microfluidics, electrical

resistance analogies have been used to model and study these systems.

Commenge et al. [77] provided the first study that looks at reducing the pressure

drop across adjacent single-phase microreactor channels and they proposed an opti-

mized channel geometry for delivering uniform flow distribution across the parallel

network. This geometry consists of a varying channel diameter to compensate the

pressure drop. Their proposed channel had a wider diameter close to the connection

points and a narrower diameter at the farthest microreaction channel. Because of the

tapered distribution channels, this configuration was also known as plate-fin configu-

ration. Other researchers arrived at similar channel geometries using Computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations [79] and electrical-resistance models [78]. Min-

qiang at al. [76] also compared symmetrical with asymmetrical distribution networks

using numerical analysis methods. Their findings show that symmetrical distribu-

tion networks show flow distributions much more uniform than those achieved with
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Inlet1Outlet1 Inlet2

Droplet
Generators

Ladder Configuration

(a)
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RG

RD
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Q1 Q2 Q3 QN-1 QN

RG
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RD

RG

RD

RD

RGRG

RD

(b)

Figure 2.8: (a) Ladder-like distribution network for the parallelization of droplet
microfluidic systems and (b) the electric resistance analogy model. Electric model
adapted from [71]

asymmetrical configurations.

For two-phase systems, this configuration was first studied simultaneously by Ni-

sisako et al. [35] and Romanowsky et al. [71]. They both proposed very similar

electric resistance models that help them design the size of the distribution channels

to avoid flow variations between parallel channels. Fig. 2.8 (b) shows their elec-

tric model, the generators are represented as the “rungs” of the ladder, which are

connected through the distribution channels.

In this simplified model, a device with “N” MDFGs also has the same number

of channel segments that correspond to the separation distances between parallel

generators. The hydraulic resistance of these channel portions and the hydraulic

resistance of the MDFGs are expressed as RD and RG correspondingly. Notice that

this model is only valid for the ideal case, in which there are negligible channel

fabrication tolerances.

The hydraulic resistance of a channel depends on the shape of cross-sectional area

(see Table 3.1) and the flow conditions [80].
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For laminar flow, the hydraulic resistance of a rectangular microchannel can be

obtained as:

Rhyd−rec =
12µL

1− 0.63(h/w)

1

h3w
(2.10)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, L is the length of the channel, h is the height and

w the width of the cross-sectional area. By using this equation and a lump element

analysis, the flows and pressure drop in the network can be calculated. For the case

of a two rung ladder, the difference between the flow “Q1” and “Q2” can be defined

as Q1 = Q2(1 + 2RD

RG
). For a ladder with “N” the same relationship can be found

between the first MFDG “Q1” and the last MFDG “QN”, which is the maximum

difference in flow and is in the order of N RD

RG
.

Once the maximum flow difference is obtained, they proposed an experimental

design rule to reduce the pressure drop at the distribution channels. This strategy

consists of making the resistance of the distribution negligible when compared to the

resistance of the generators. This rule consists of selecting the dimensions of the

distribution channels large enough to satisfy the relationship:

2N
RD

RG

< 0.01 (2.11)

Although this design rule was proposed experimentally, it has been used in many

parallelization works because it allows the production of droplets with narrow size

distributions demonstrating its value [71, 35, 37]. Finally, another advantage of this

configuration is the low flow variation to random resistance changes of the MDFGs.

This characteristic is important to ensure that if a channel gets clogged, the coupling

between parallel MDFGs is minimized [38].
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Figure 2.9: Fractal distribution networks in scaled-out systems for droplet microflu-
idics. (a) Tree-like distribution network for two-phase microfluidics. (b) The electric
resistance model. (Adapted from [78])

Tree-Like or Fractal Configuration

Tree-Like configurations use fractal patterns that bifurcate out symmetrically from

a single point to every parallelized channel, offering a direct path from supply-to-

MFDG. Due to the bifurcation, in every hierarchical level the number of branches

doubles and thus a device with 2M MDFGs requires “M” levels of hierarchy.

Fractals have been commonly found in nature as cracks that propagate in dry

soil, lungs, veins and others environments such as urban growth [81]. In microflu-

idics, fractal distribution networks have shown improved heat transfer capabilities

and a better pump-power efficiency than ladder-like distribution networks, at least

for laminar flow conditions [82].

Amador et. al. [78] also studied the fractal configuration using electrical resistors.

The results of these studies were in agreement with extensive time consuming CFD

studies and show that fractal distribution networks provide accurate flow equipartition

as long as all the channels in a hierarchical level have the same dimensions, and the

length of the straight channels, after the fractal bifurcation, is sufficient to develop a
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symmetrical flow velocity profile. Fig. 2.9 (b) shows the electric model for only four

MDFGs arranged in this fractal configuration.

In general, this distribution network is more energy efficient than the ladder-like

configuration. However, its main disadvantage lies in its sensitivity to channel fab-

rication variations due to device fouling or clogging [38, 78]. If a channel in the last

level of hierarchy fails due to fouling, the flow rate in these devices also changes, influ-

encing the other hierarchical levels in the network. This volumetric rate unbalances

usually result in the overall device failure as a consequence of the chain reaction in

the flow rates at other levels.

One more consideration that needs to be addressed is the larger spatial require-

ments for the fractal bifurcations. Ladder-like distribution networks are much more

compact. For example, an eight channel parallelization system needs an area of

around 7 cm2 of in the ladder configuration, whereas the fractal requires 84 cm2. The

more channels are added to the network the larger these spatial requirements become.

In simulations and analytically, the ladder-like distributions have proven to be

superior to tree-like configuration regarding the minimization of both the coupling

effects and spatial requirements. However, the precise equipartition of the flow and the

energy efficiency of tree-like distribution networks also provide substantial benefits for

parallelization. Later in Chapter 4, these configurations are studied experimentally,

and other factors like bubble trapping and wetting conditions were identified to affect

their behavior. By understanding the advantages of each distribution network, a

solution for parallelization systems that takes into consideration these factors was

also proposed in this section.
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2.4.2 Summarizing Table of Parallelization Works for Droplet

Microfluidic Systems

The introduction of Chapter 4 covers a more in-depth description of the state of the

art scale-out droplet microfluidic generator and shows the strengths and advantages

that were identified and used to design and fabricate my proposed solution. However,

in this section, a summary of the microfluidic emulsion generator technologies is

provided in Table 2.4. Here, I compare my parallelization device with other scale-

out microfluidic system approaches that were developed in recent years. A critical

characteristic of the device presented in this thesis, which no other parallelization

method describes, is the use of a stack of generation and fluid distribution layers that

can be accurately aligned and bonded to expand the number of parallel devices in

the 3D space.

Another important design element that distinguish our device is the use of a new

axisymmetric distribution network (a.k.a. petal distribution) which combines benefits

from both fractal and ladder-like distribution networks described above. This petal

distribution avoids undesirable pressure gradients across the array of devices and

also allows for the implementation of a liquid-purging protocol to load all droplet

generators uniformly. The rigid and low-cost PMMA substrate also brings significant

advantages to parallelization. For example, the increased stiffness of the material as

compared to elastomers like PDMS reduces the hydraulic capacitance of the device

enabling fast response times to pressure adjustments. Similarly, this substrate does

not present the high adsorption or absorption problems often seen in PDMS chips.

Finally, even though another device demonstration [37] has reached superior pro-

duction volumes (≈ 1500Lh−1) than the ones achieved in this work, the 3D architec-

ture presented here has far more scaling potential than their classic 2D array design.

This potential arises from the fact that my 3D structure can be used to increase the

number of generators using both in-plane and out-of-plane parallelization.
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2.5 Conclusions of Chapter 2

In this chapter, a review of the different emulsification processes and their principal

characteristics is presented. Emulsions are systems that are more common in our

daily lives than we think. We eat them in products like milk, butter, vinaigrettes; we

used them to prepare medicine like balms or supplemental nutrition drinks, and also

we find them in cosmetics like creams, hair styling products, and ointments among

others. Depending on the application, emulsions can be manufactured using different

techniques that frequently compromise production volumes and uniformity of the

emulsion.

From the different techniques available, microfluidic emulsion generation is the

one that provides the most uniformity (i.e. smallest Cv≤ 5 %) amongst them all.

This improvement, however, comes at the cost of the least production volumes. For

some applications that do not require this precision, this technique is simply not

economically viable. However, in the manufacturing of high-added value products

such as pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, microfluidic emulsification has a prominent

future.

Emulsions are complex systems in which many factors can contribute to their

formation and stability. Therefore, this Chapter went from the most basic concepts of

emulsification to the specifics of microfluidic droplet generation. In general, emulsions

are unstable systems that require energy input to be formed.

The interfacial tension is one of the most important characteristics in emulsions,

and when it is used correctly, can completely modify the main features of the emul-

sification process and the lifetime of these systems. For this reason, surfactants are

first discussed in this chapter.

Then a description about the specifics of different emulsification techniques is pre-

sented. The methods revised include batch and continuous high-shear emulsification

processes, membrane emulsification and microfluidic droplet generation.
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Concerning the microfluidic droplet generation process, a set of dimensionless

numbers that help in the description and characterization of such systems is pro-

vided. Important concepts like the flow regimes of operation, the stability of droplet

generation, and type of emulsification (e.g. W/O or O/W emulsions) can be de-

scribed with these numbers. For example, the Ca and We are valuable indicators of

the operating conditions of most MDFGs because they represent the relation between

the viscous and inertial forces to surface tension, which constitute the fundamentals

of microfluidic droplet generation. Wetting properties of the substrate also play an

essential role in droplet microfluidics because they determine what of the two phases

becomes the CP and which the DP.

A literature review of standard distribution networks that are used in the par-

allelization of microfluidics is reported. In simulations and analytical models, the

ladder-like configuration appears to have more benefits to parallelization than the

tree-like or fractal configuration, but in practice, I will demontrate in Chapter 4 that

the ladder-like distribution network is not necessarily superior.

Finally, a summarizing table of the state of the art developments in droplet gen-

eration is provided. This Table 2.4 also helps to quickly grasp some of the important

characteristics of the device that will be described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Flow-Focusing Geometry for Parallelization

This chapter was published/submitted as:

• D. Conchouso, E. Rawashdeh, D. Castro, A. Arevalo, and I. G. Foulds, “Optimized Channel Geometry

of a Flow-Focusing Droplet Generator for Parallelization,” Presented at the 2013 COMSOL Conference,

Rotterdam, Oct. 2013.

• D. Conchouso, E. Al Rawashdeh, A. Arevalo, D. Castro, and I. G. Foulds, “Simulation of a 3D Flow-

Focusing Capillary-Based Droplet Generator,” Presented at the 2013 COMSOL Conference, Rotterdam, Oct.

2013.

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I first describe the most common types of MDFGs and briefly dis-

cuss some of their characteristics and applications. Then, I classify them into two

groups according to their manufacturing method and their potential to be used in a

parallelization system. This analysis helped us to choose a particular flow-focusing

MFDG, which cross-junction has a shallower depth than the rest of the channels in

the device.

Once I selected this device as our subject of study, three different design variations

of were proposed. CFD simulations on COMSOL Multyphysics® were performed us-

ing the laminar two-phase module, which utilizes a phase-field method to track the

interface between the CP and the DP. Then experimental validation was carried out

using a high-speed camera and image processing tools, which enabled the measure-

ment of the size of the droplets at different flow conditions.
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Finally, by combining the simulation and experimental studies, I found a suit-

able geometry for our parallelization goal. This geometry demonstrated to have a

robust operation and low sensitivity to slight flow variations, which is an optimal

characteristic for parallelization

3.2 Types of Microfluidic Droplet Generators

A typical MFDG is a set of microchannels that bring two immiscible fluids together

to a point, where the interaction between the interfacial tension and the viscous forces

of both liquids leads to droplet formation.

Various MDFGs with different geometries and characteristics have been summa-

rized by Wang and coworkers [84]. These devices can be classified into two general

categories depending on their manufacturing method. The first category groups those

MDFGs that are manufactured using a planar fabrication process (i.e. production

by layers like in the MEMS industry [85]). Whereas, the second type groups those

devices in which tubes and capillaries are aligned and assembled to form the MFDG.

3.2.1 Planar Microfluidic Droplet Generators

Planar microfluidic devices have been manufactured in flat substrates such as silicon,

plastics or glass through lithographic and etching processes [86], laser micromachining[87],

micromilling, hot embossing [88] and soft lithography [89] etc. These devices are re-

liable and easy to repeatedly fabricate since all steps required are controlled and

automated using well known 2D manufacturing processes. One important consider-

ation, when using these devices, is the wetting properties of the substrate. These

planar devices can only generate droplets if they are built on a material that has

compatible wetting properties with the desired type of emulsion W/O or O/W (See.

Chapter 2-Wetting Properties). Fig. 3.1 shows three different types of MDFGs that

are commonly found in the literature: terrace-like, T-junction and flow-focusing.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Microfluidic droplet generators manufactured using planar fabrication
processes. (a) Cross-section view of a terrance-like device [90]. The centered black
circles represents an arrow that comes out-of-plane describes the direction of CP flow.
(b) ”T-junction” geometry [91]. (c) Flow-focusing configuration [66].

Terrace-Like Generator

Kawakatsu and colleagues [90] developed a terrace-like microfluidic device, shown

in Fig. 3.1 (a). In their design, the discontinuous phase (DP) is injected into the top

channels located perpendicular to the main channel where the continuous phase (CP)

flows. Droplets are then formed by shear at the terraces edges and transported along

the main channel.

T-junction Generator

The T-junction microfluidic device (Fig. 3.1 (b)) is another important MFDG

configuration proposed by Thorsen and coworkers [91]. In this approach, a T-junction

is used to bring the phase to be dispersed in a channel perpendicular to the one

containing the continuous phase flow. This configuration is one of the most attractive

and simple to fabricate. It is also versatile, and several T -junctions can be placed in

series for more complex emulsions [92]. For this reason, it has been used for several

applications [92, 93, 94, 95] Modifying the flow rates, the channel dimensions or the

relative viscosity between the two fluids can change the size of the droplets.
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Flow-Focusing Generator

The third major type of planar MFDG is called 2D flow focusing devices (Fig.

3.1 (c)). In this configuration, the CP approaches the DP laterally from both sides.

Then, they are forced to pass through a narrow region or constriction, in which the

DP gets focused symmetrically. Finally by the balance of the interfacial tension and

the viscous forces droplets are formed [66, 96, 97].

Flow-focusing geometries have greater droplet-size dynamic range since they allow

the variation of the effective geometry by adjusting the total flow rates and flow rate

ratios of the liquid phases.

The 2D flow-focusing geometry shown in Fig. 3.2 (a), was fabricated on PDMS by

Anna et. al. [66], they proved that droplet size and monodispersity depends on the

flow rates and also they were able to achieve droplets much smaller than the orifice

radius. Other 2D flow-focusing geometries are shown in Fig. 3.2. All of them follow

the same principle, but they have been manufactured differently. The CP in these

systems can be brought perpendicular [66, 98] or with an angle [99].

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional flow-focusing geometries. These are some examples of
flow focusing geometries that have been created using planar fabrication processes.
The CP focuses symmetrically the DP to create droplets. The flow of CP is never
interrupted in the process of droplet generation, and therefore, the probability of
failure due to undesirable DP wetting is reduced.(a) The CP flows perpendicularly
[66]. (b) The channels carrying the CP come to the junction at an angle [99] (c)
Other example of a flow-focusing device.
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3.2.2 Assembled Microfluidic Droplet Generators

In this second category of MDFGs, capillaries and tubing are assembled (i.e. one

inside the other) in different configurations to form a device. Droplet formation is

due to the same balance between interfacial tension and viscous drag forces. However,

in these devices the DP is completely surrounded by the CP and they have the great

advantage that the droplet never touches the microchannel walls, avoiding wetting

problems. In the ideal case, the device reliability should improve, but often this is

not true due to human errors during assembly or inappropriate liquid loading.

Glass capillaries are also fragile, and this makes them difficult to handle. These

capillaries also are sold in standard sizes and frequently they need to be pulled under

heat to reduce their diameter [9, 24, 100]. In this section, I will briefly summarize

some of the most used configurations for assembled droplet microfluidic devices.

Co-Flow Generator

Jeong and co-workers [101] used the co-flow capillary-based device shown in Fig.

3.3(a) to manufacture polymeric microparticles. This design belongs to the family

of the co-flow microfluidics droplet generators in which the DP flows in the same

direction as the CP. The DP is inserted into the center of the main PDMS channel

through a glass pipette where the CP surrounds it. When both liquids are flown

through this device droplet formation occurs near the orifice in the dripping regime

or further downstream in the jetting regime, in which the Rayleigh-Plateau instability

is responsible for droplet formation [19].

Cross-Flow Generator

Based on the same concept, Quevedo et. al. [102] designed a cross flow droplet

generator (Fig. 3.3(b)) that was used to create microcapsules using interfacial poly-

merization. In this device, the DP is injected perpendicular with a needle through a

standard tube in which the CP flows continuously. Similarly to the previous devices,
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the interaction between the two phases at this point generates the droplets.

3D Flow-Focusing Generator

The concept of flow focusing was first reported Gaan-Calvo et. al. [103] for the

creation of monodisperse sprays in gas streaming, and further developed to produce

microbubbles [104]. The 3D flow focusing MFDGs follow the same idea of forcing both

fluids to pass through a constriction as Two-dimensional (2D) flow focusing does.

However, the focusing occurs isotropically in the 3D space and therefore droplets

are pinched off symmetrically in a stable fashion. In the hydrodynamic flow focus

device shown in Fig. 3.3(c), the inner and the outer fluids are introduced into the

square channel in opposite directions, and they are focused at the center of a tapered

capillary. Droplets are then formed at the orifice in dripping regime and further

downstream in jetting regime [9]. The method produces a narrower stream than the

orifice diameter, and therefore it also creates smaller droplets, decreasing the risk of

device fouling.

The co-flow geometry was also combined with the 3D flow focusing technology on

engineering double emulsions (O/W/O) in a single step [105]. The realization of this

device consists of two circular capillaries aligned end to end inside a square capillary.

By adjusting the flow rates individually, one can tune the emulsification steps to be

in either dripping or jetting regimes, which results in the formation of multiple or

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Capillary-based MDFGs. (a) Co-flow capillary [101], (b) cross-flow [102],
and (c) three-dimensional flow focusing capillary [9].
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single droplet structures. Another major advantage of this device is the production

of double emulsions in either hydrophilic or hydrophobic fluids, thanks to the flow

focusing condition that allows no contact of the DP with the channel walls.

3.2.3 Designing a MFDG for Parallelization

At first sight, the 3D flow-focusing MDFGs appear to be superior generators than the

planar MDFGs due to features such as their improved control in the droplet size, their

higher monodisperse output, their increased capability for handling organic solvents

and aggressive chemical reactions, and their reduced probability to channel fouling.

However, after analyzing several configurations that can be used to achieve this 3D

flow focusing, I realized that most of them require the assembly of glass capillaries that

are manually pulled using heat to reduce their inner diameter. These modified capil-

laries are then mounted and glued one inside another to form a MFDG [9, 24]. This

fabrication process brings several disadvantages for massive parallelization (i.e. scale-

out production). For example, if other passive components (e.g. meander mixers,

droplet mergers, droplet splitters, etc.) or active elements (e.g. heaters, electrostatic

mixers, etc.) are needed, the integration of those components through the assembly

of capillaries would be challenging and has not been yet demonstrated. Addition-

ally, the fabrication tolerances for this manual fabrication process are large and do

not allow the reproducibility required to manufacture hundreds or thousands of these

MDFGs. For these reasons, capillary-based MDFGs are not feasible candidates for

parallelization.

On the contrary, the planar MFDG devices can be manufactured utilizing the

well-known fabrication methods that are routinely used in the Integrated Circuits

(IC) industry with relatively small manufacturing tolerances. This enhanced control

in the fabrication process makes them more convenient for parallelization purposes

because it allows the faithful reproduction of hundreds of MDFGs in an integrated
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device. Additionally, the compatibility with other IC fabrication processes permits

the integration of electronic sensors and actuators. Therefore, in this thesis, I decided

to focus on this particular type of planar MDFGs.

From the broad range of available options described earlier, I found that the 2D

flow-focusing generator provides the most advantages for parallelization. For example,

they can be easily manufactured using 2D fabrication processes and their reduced DP

interaction with the channel walls leads to a more reliable operation.

One intrinsic characteristic of these 2D flow-focusing devices is that the droplet

size heavily depends on the flow rates and flow rate ratios [66, 96]. This characteris-

tic becomes a disadvantage for parallelization because ideally, every droplet generator

should produce droplets of the same size even when the flow conditions at each gen-

erator are slightly different. From the literature, two design elements were identified

and used to reduce this droplet size dependency. The first element is the addition of

a step or channel height increment after the cross-junction, and the second one is to

investigate the effect of changing the cross-sectional areas of the channels that form

the cross-junction.

Effect of Adding a “Step” or Channel Height Increment in a Flow-Focusing Device

The first design element that was used to improve the performance of the classical

2D flow-focusing generator is the addition of a step or channel height increment after

the cross-junction. This feature directly increases the range of capillary numbers in

which these devices generate droplets [10] (See Fig. 3.4 for the comparison between

devices with and without the step).

The effect of this ”step” is desirable in parallelization systems because all MDFGs

should be able to produce droplets even if the flow conditions (i.e. capillary numbers)

at each MFDG are not all identical. Also, this step modifies the transition between

dripping and jetting regimes (see Chapter 2) and allows us to increase the flow rates,

without sacrificing the performance of the droplet maker, to generate more product.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of adding a channel height increment in the flow regime of a 2D
flow-focusing MFDG. In this graph, the variable “ODE faction” indicates the flow
rate ratio between the DP/CP, thus is related to flow conditions requiered to generate
droplets. The x-axis also shows the capillary number range for operating this MFDG.
This range becomes wider with the addition of a ”step” or channel height increment
after the cross-shaped intersection.2

2Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (E. Chan, A. Alivisatos, and R. Mathies, High-
temperature microfluidic synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals in nanoliter droplets, Journal of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society, vol. 127, no. 40, pp. 13 85413 861, 2005). Copyright (2005) American
Chemical Society.”
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Table 3.1: Hydraulic resistance for several cross-section geometries on straight chan-
nels. The numerical values were calculated using µwater = 1mPas, L = 1mm,
a = 100µm, b = 33µm, h = 100µm, and w = 300µm. Table adapted from Bruus
et. al.[80]

Shape Schematics Rhyd, Expression Rhyd ,(1011 Pa

m3 )

Circle
8

π
µL

1

a4
0.25

Ellipse
4

π
µL

1 + (b/a)2)

(b/a)3

1

a4
3.93

Triangle
320√

3
µL

1

a4
18.5

Two Plates 12µL
1

h3w
0.4

Rectangle
12µL

1− 0.63(h/w)

1

h3w
0.51

Square 28ηL
1

h4
2.84

Parabola
105

4
µL

1

h3w
0.88

Arbitrary ≈ 2µL
P 2

A3
–

The Hydraulic Resistance of a Channel Depends on its Cross-sectional Area

The second design element that was used to improve the performance of classical

2D flow-focusing geometries for parallelization is the hydraulic resistance dependency

on the cross-sectional area. The hydraulic resistance of a channel depends on the ratio

between the square of the perimeter and the cube of the cross-sectional area. Different

geometries show considerable changes in the channel resistance as it can be observed
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in Table 3.1. Therefore, our assumption was to explore the use different channel’s

cross-sectional areas to influence the performance of the flow-focusing MFDG to make

it robust for parallelization purposes.

Integration of Both Design Elements into a Single Device for Study

Here, the effect of changing the channel geometry of the cross-shaped junction

was studied for the selected 2D flow-focusing MFDG (see Fig. 3.5). The hypothesis

consists of producing slight variations of the 2D flow-focusing device to determine

whether or not a particular channel geometry (cross-junction) is preferred for par-

allelization. Ideally, a robust MFDG with a narrow droplet size dynamic range is

Figure 3.5: Geometries tested for the selection of the 2D flow-focusing MFDG for
parallelization. The insets at the bottom show the cross-sections of three devices with
their respective channel shapes and similar hydraulic diameter (Several Generators
were manufactured and only those with accurate dimensions were selected. The
devices had a Dh = 101±2µm). These configurations are referred, from left to right,
as St.250µm, V. Groove and St.150µm respectively.
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desired for parallelization since it will produce droplets of similar size even when the

flow conditions are not exactly the identical among all parallelized generators.

Three different channel shapes (i.e. trapezoidal, wide-shallow and narrow rectan-

gular) with the same hydraulic diameter (DH = 101 ± 2µm) were fabricated using

a CNC machine and then characterized for comparison purposes. These configura-

tions were named according to the shape and one of their characteristic dimensions

as V. Groove, Straight-250µm and Straight 150µm respectively. Fig. 3.5 shows

the selected dimensions for the three types of channel shapes. The dimensions of

the channels were selected according to our fabrication constraints, which depend on

the form and diameter of the available milling bits. Two RF endmill tools of 150

and 250µm in diameter were used in the manufacturing of the rectangular channels.

Similarly, the 2.5D microfabrication of the V. Groove cross was achieved using a 60◦

spade milling tool.

3.2.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulation using COM-

SOL Multiphysics

My first attempt to study the impact of channel geometry was carried out using CFD

methods. Using COMSOL Multiphysics®, I simulated the droplet formation of the

three different channel shapes (i.e. cross-sectional areas) [106].

This study allowed us to understand droplet formation and to explore the behavior

of the 2D flow-focusing MFDG without the need of a high-speed camera. Through

this Finite element method (FEM), I evaluated the size of the generated droplets

at different flow conditions and calculated the dynamic range for each of the cross-

sectional channel shapes.
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3.2.5 Phase-Field Method

Introduction

COMSOL Multiphysics® was used to model the multiphase flow using the laminar

two-phase, phase field module. I chose this module because the laminar flow condition

is the typical flow regimen for these MDFGs since the Re number, relating inertia

and viscous forces, scales proportional to the length and therefore becomes minuscule

in the microscale (See Eq. 2.3 for the Re number).

The phase field method was selected over other methods (e.g. level set method)

because it can continuously track the fluid interface using an energy model, which

can later be coupled with other physics such as molecular diffusion and heat transfer

phenomena for more complex simulations. A detailed description of the phase-field

method can be found elsewhere [107].

Phase-Field Equations

In this method, the multiphase flow is described with the help of a variable known

as the order parameter represented by φPH . The disperse phase is defined as the

fluid element in which φPH = 1, the surrounding media (i.e. continuous phase) is

represented by φPH = 0. Finally, the set of values 1 < φPH < 0 represents the

interface between both phases, also known as the phase field.

The phase field module on COMSOL Multiphysics® uses the incompressible for-

mulation of the Navier-Stokes equations (See Eq. 2.7) to describe the fluid evolution

in the multiphase system. The simulation also considers the continuity equation (see

Eq. 2.9) to satisfy the condition of conservation of mass for the incompressible flow.

For the interface tracking the phase field method defines two tracking parameters,

represented by the Greek characters λPF and εPF The first one is the mixing energy

density and the second one, also known as capillary width, is related to the interface

thickness.
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These two parameters are related to the surface tension in this simulation.

σ =
2λPH21/2

3εPH
(3.1)

To fully describe the behavior of the flow, COMSOL® uses those parameter to

solve the following transport equations 3.2 and 3.3.

∂φPH
∂t

+ u · ∇φPH = ∇ · γ
λPH

ε2PH
∇ψ (3.2)

ψ = −∇ · ε2PH∇φPH + (φ2
PH + 1)φPH +

ε2PH
λPH

)
∂F

∂φPH
(3.3)

3.2.6 Simulation Results

I simulated a MFDG in a 2D space, which gave us relevant information about ex-

pected flow rates and boundary conditions for droplet formation. However, these 2D

simulations lack information about the height increment added to the cross-shaped

interception and therefore, a 3D simulation describes better the real MFDG.

For all these simulations, only half of the device was drawn to simplify the number

of finite elements and machine operations, using the symmetry boundary condition.

Cross-sections of the device were drawn in in Autodesk AutoCAD® and then im-

ported into COMSOL®. Finally, the layouts were extruded to the correct dimensions

in COMSOL. I selected a physics-controlled mesh with free tetrahedral geometry, with

extra coarse element size. I used an iterative GMRES solver for the phase initializa-

tion and a direct PARDISO solver for the time-dependent study. The time range

was typical between 0 and 0.5 s, with step increments of 0.02 s. Although oil-in-water

O/W and water-in-oil W/O droplets are achievable using structures similar to this
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one, here, I will only focus on the W/O droplet case since the wetting conditions of

PMMA are favorable for this chemistry. The outlet was set as 0 pressure with no

viscous stress. The continuous phase used is light mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS:

8042-47-5), with ρ = 0.838 g/cm3, ν= 14.2 cst. The surface tension between oil and

water used was σ = 50mN/m [108]. The simulations were executed with a wetted

wall condition using a contact angle of 135 degrees. This parameter was measured

using a goniometer KRUSS DSA100W drop shape analysis system. A water droplet

placed on a Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) substrate immersed in mineral oil was

photographed (Fig. 3.6), the contact angle is measured from this picture.

Figure 3.6: Contact angle measured for simulation purposes. Static contact angle
measurement using sessile drop method. Deionized water droplet on PMMA sub-
strate, surrounded by mineral oil, contact angle = 135 degrees

Using the post processing tools in COMSOL®, I was able to create graphics that

display the volume fraction of water in oil isosurfaces, flow velocity field streamlines,

and flow velocity magnitude at the axis of symmetry (Fig. 3.7). The streamlines

show a predominantly laminar flow in the channels, however, at larger flow rates,

stable current vortices appear at the height change where the constriction meets the

output channel. The velocity magnitude along the plane of symmetry is higher at the

constriction, promoting the focusing behavior of the device.
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(a) O = 22.5µL/min and W = 7.5µL/min,
DEFF = 450µm

(b) O = 18µL/min and W = 12µL/min,
DEFF = 550µm.

Figure 3.7: Examples of the CFD Simulation of the Flow-Focusing MFDG at different
flow rates. Here the St. 150µm devices were simulated to produce water-in-oil
droplets of different sizes. Only half of the device is simulated, and a symmetry
condition is used to reduce the computational power in these simulations.

To obtain the effective droplet diameter (DEFF ), I first got the volume of the

droplet (VD) by performing a volume integration of the volume fraction variable along

a section of the output channel. The diameter was then calculated using the equation

describing the volume of a sphere:

DEFF = 2 · 3

√
3

4π
VD (3.4)

Using this model, I evaluated the effective droplet diameter for two total flow

rates with different water and oil flow rate ratios. The two selected total flows were

300µL/min and 30µL/min; and the W:O flow rate ratios were 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, 1:3

and 1:5

The droplet size versus the flow rate ratio is shown in Fig. 3.8. The wide and

shallow rectangular geometry (W = 285µm, H = 61µm) is preferable for paralleliza-

tion over the other geometries that were evaluated (i.e. narrower rectangular and

trapezoidal geometries). It showed the lowest variability in droplet size as W/O flow

rate ratio changes, and therefore it is the most robust against flow variations between

the parallelized generators. This trend was observed in the two studies performed at

different total flow rates. At high total flow rates (i.e. 300µL/min), larger capillary
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number, this behavior is more pronounced than at low flow rates (i.e. 30µL/min).

The superior advantage of the St. 250µm generator could be due to the increased

confinement of the channel in the vertical direction. Table 3.2 summarizes and com-

pares droplet size dynamic ranges for each geometry against the dynamic range of

the St. 250µm MFDG. The behavior of the other two generators was alike with no

evident differences. The dynamic range is these cases is obtained dividing the largest

droplet produced (i.e. Dmax) over the smallest one (i.e. Dmin) for the conditions that

were tested (Drge = Dmax/Dmin).

Table 3.2: Droplet size dynamic range (Drge) comparison. The lowest dynamic range
was obtained by the device with the wide and shallow cross-junction (250× 60µm).
The other two devices were then compared against the St. 250µm geometry and both
showed greater droplet size Drge than the St. 250µm device.

Total Flow
(µL/min)

DrgeSt.250 DrgeV. DrgeSt.150
DrgeV./
DrgeSt.250

DrgeSt.150/
DrgeSt.250

30 1.36 1.72 1.64 1.26 1.21
300 1.31 1.65 1.73 1.26 1.31
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Figure 3.8: CFD simulation results of the three different cross-junction geometries at
different flow rates and O/W ratios. The graphs were fit to linear curves. (a) Droplet
diameter at a total flow rate of 30µL/min. (b) Droplet diameter at a total flow rate
of 300µL/min.
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3.2.7 Other observations between the V. Groove and the St.

250µm devices based on simulation

Finally, the three-dimensional plots of the volume fraction, streamlines, and flow

velocity field are shown in Fig. 3.9. In these graphs, the phase-field variable that

represents the interface between both immiscible fluids is plotted in green. The blue-

to-red colored plane, in the back of the plots, describes the flow velocity fields. And

the streamlines are shown as hairlines in yellow. The combination of these three

graphics allows for the observation of the focusing behavior on the cross-junction in

both devices and enables their comparison.

At similar flow conditions shown in Fig. 3.9 (a) and (b), the V.Groove MFDG

shows a more noticeable focusing behavior than the St. 250µm generator especially

in the vertical direction due to the V-shape of the microfluidic channel. This increased

focusing in more noticeable by looking at the flow velocity field (i.e. rainbow colored

plane) because one can clearly identify a red zone gradually growing in the exciting

cross-junction channel.

Another important observation can be seen from the lateral view shown in Fig.

3.9(c). When the liquid phases first meet at the intersection (e.g. regions marked by

the red circles), the interphase profiles vary from one device to the other. In the V.

Groove generator, the interphase is inclined from the beginning indicating a focusing

action in the vertical direction; whereas in the St. 250µm this interphase does not

show any sign of focusing.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.9: Simulation of the focusing behavior in generators with different cross-
junction shapes in the jetting regime. In these images, three variables are plotted.
First, the flow velocity field is plotted in the middle plane of the device, and it
describes the velocity field at that plane using a rainbow chart. The phase-field
variable is plotted in green to show the interface between the liquids. Finally, in
yellow one can see the streamlines of the flow. (a) V-groove focusing behavior, the
DP is squeezed against the bottom of the channel. (b) St. 250µm focusing behavior,
the focusing behavior in the vertical direction is less pronounced. (c) Lateral view
comparison. The DP in the V. Groove droplet generator is hydro-dynamically focused
to the bottom of the trapezoidal channel.
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3.3 Fabrication of the MDFGs using PMMA

Although our simulations gave us a good understanding of the behavior of the pro-

posed geometry alterations, I needed to validate my assumptions with an experimental

study and determine if any of these variations were appropriate for parallelization.

For this reason, a fabrication process was developed to manufacture the simulated

MDFGs and to verify their performance experimentally.

Thin layers (e.g. 1mm) of PMMA were chosen as the substrate material because

PMMA is an inexpensive and commonly used material with hydrophobic character-

istics that can be patterned using different techniques. For example, PMMA has

been micromachined using milling bits [41, 109] or laser ablation [110, 111, 112, 113,

114, 115] it has also been hot-embossed [88, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120], or even chem-

ically etched [87]. The PMMA surface can also be rendered to achieved desirable

wetting properties [121, 122, 123, 124]. Additionally, inexpensive PMMA bond-

ing has been demonstrated using several successful methods ranging from thermo-

compression bonding [125, 126], microwave bonding [127, 128], low temperature ul-

trasonic bonding [129], and through surface modifications [130]. Fig. 3.10 shows the

manufacturing process that I selected based on tool availability, cost, and prototyp-

ing time. First, microchannel patterning was achieved using a Computer numerical

control (CNC) micromilling milling machine (LPKF ProtoMat S103 plotter) that is

commonly used for manufacturing Printed circuit boards (PCBs). A toothbrush is

then used to remove the residues from the machining process to properly clean the

microchannels. Care should be given during cleaning because any residue left from

the machining might clog the microfluidic device; therefore it is recommended to in-

spect the microchannels with an optical microscope. A simple microfluidic device is

manufactured using only two layers. The first layer or “bottom layer” that contains

the microchannels, and the second layer or “cap layer” that contains only through

holes to access the microchannels patterned in the bottom layer.
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(a) Process Block Diagram

(b) Fabrication Process by insets

Figure 3.10: Fabrication process for manufacturing PMMA microfluidic chips. The
picture on the bottom shows the four basic steps of this fabrication process. (a) First,
the PMMA layers are milled using a CNC machine. The use of different milling bits
allow for rectangular and trapezoidal channel shapes. (b) Two o more layers are
aligned using through holes and metallic pins. (c) Thermo-compression bonding is
carried out at a temperature of ∼ 150◦ and under a compression stress of (∼ 12
Ncm2). (d) Finally, world-to-chip interfaces are glued.
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Both of these layers are mechanically aligned using alignment through holes that

are placed in the corners of the device and metallic pins. After alignment, the stack of

layers is thermo-compression bonded using a temperature-controlled chamber and a

universal testing machine Instron 5900-Series. Finally, world-to-chip interfaces made

out of the same PMMA are laser-cut in the shape of “O-rings” and then glued to the

surface using chloroform.

Some of the advantages of this manufacturing process compared to other microflu-

idic fabrication methods include its ease of reproduction in any high-precision CNC

machine and the fact that does not require a clean room facility. The time from

design to manufacturing of the microfluidic chip takes around 2-3 h of work.

The size of the microfluidic channels often depends on the diameter of the bit

used. Standard sizes for the LPKF system fall in the range of (∼ 150 to 2000 µm in

width and can go up to 300µm in depth. The LPKF system achieves an x-y resolution

of ± 0.5µm and thanks to its depth delimiter the z-resolution (i.e. depth variation

across the chip) are maintained below ± 10 µm, depending on the substrate flatness.

The surface roughness of the channels was measured with an Ambios XP-200 step

profiler and has a value of ∼ 140 nm for the fine end-mills (e.g. 150 and 250µm) and

∼ 350 nm for the wider end-mills. This surface roughness is considered negligible

because the variation is one order of magnitude smaller than the fabrication errors of

CNC machining (Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: SEM image of the micromilled PMMA channels. In these pictures, the
step or channel height difference can be observed between the cross-junction and the
rest of the channels in the MFDG.

The bonding process starts by placing the stack of layers in between two flat

glass surfaces inside the universal tester machine. Then the chamber is heated to

a bonding temperature of (Tb = 150 ◦C) above the glass transition temperature of

PMMA (Tg = 120 ◦C). When the set temperature is reached, a uniform compression

stress of (∼ 12Ncm2) is applied for 30 min. Later, the temperature is gradually

dropped below 50◦C while the compression stress remains constant for another 15min.

Finally, world-to-chip interfaces and tubing are glued onto the device.

Although there is no noticeable deformation in the microchannels after bonding,

it should be noted that the cap layer is extruded into the channel by 5 to 10µm. This

extrusion was measured by splitting with a flat screwdriver a bonded microfluidic

chip. Very shallow and wide channels may collapse by this bonding process. The

bonding strength withstands high pressures in the order of ∼ 7.5 bar.
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3.4 Device Characterization using a High-speed Camera

In this section, the same V. Groove and St. 250µm MDFGs, which were simulated

above, are now tested using light mineral oil (O) as a CP with a 2 % (w/w) Span-80

and DI water (W) as the DP. The liquids were filtered through a 0.45µm syringe

filter and loaded into separate syringe pumps (Harvard PHD 22/2000 series). High-

speed imaging of the droplet formation and breakup was performed with a high-speed

digital camera (Basler pI640) mounted onto a stereomicroscope (Leica MZ16) at 50

and 200 Frames per second (fps).

Figure 3.12: Optical image of the dripping vs. jetting regimes for a V. Groove and a
St.250µm groove MDFGs.

The dripping and jetting regimes were achieved for both the V. and St. Groove

devices under similar flow conditions (see Fig. 3.12). The (W:O) flow ratio was fixed

and the total flow rates varied. As seen in Fig. 3.12, the (W:O) flow rate ratio was set

at 1:5 and the flow rates varied from 5− 25µL/min for water and 25− 125µL/min

for oil. At higher flow rates the dripping regime shifts to a jetting regime. This
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behavior occurred in both device configurations. In the jetting regime, the DP is

stretched into a long thread of liquid before undergoing droplet formation. Both

MFDG showed similar behaviors; however, the V. Groove configuration generated

droplets of both smaller and larger diameter than the St. groove in the dripping and

jetting regimes respectively. From this observation, I can say that the MFDG with

the V. Groove cross-junction has a wider droplet-size dynamic range, which makes it

more size-tunable than the St. 250µm device.

Dripping regime was accessed for both configurations by fixing the water flow

rates at 5µL/min and varying the W:O ratio from 1:2 to 1:20, as it is shown in

Fig. 3.13. Although droplets of different size were formed in both MDFGs, the most

important characteristic of this picture is the shape of the DP at the cross-junction.

This shape changes from a stretched out droplet in the V. Groove to a flattened disk

in the St. 250µm groove, and it is the main reason for the slight differences between

these MDFGs.

Figure 3.13: Optical image comparing the response of the V. Groove vs. St. 250µm
groove devices in the dripping regime.
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3.4.1 Analysis based on Dimensionless Numbers

Both MFDGs were tested at different O:W flow rate ratios while keeping the total

flow constant (e.g. 15, 30 and 60µL/min). For this characterization, the O:W ratios

were chosen as 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:10, 1:20, 1:40, and 1:80.

The transition between the three flow regimes (i.e. laminar flow, dripping regime

and jetting regime) was observed by plotting the We vs Ca numbers as shown in

Fig. 3.14. At low capillary numbers (0.03 ≤ Ca ≤ 0.3) and low Weber numbers

(1×10−6 ≤ We ≤ 1×10−3), both MDFGs produce droplets at the cross-junction in the

dripping regime. When capillary numbers were higher (e.g. Ca ≥ 0.3) and the weber

numbers remained at similar or slightly higher values (1 × 10−5 ≤ We ≤ 1 × 10−2),

the droplet formation transitions to the jetting regime. Finally, at large We numbers

(≥ 0.01), the inertial forces dominate over the viscous forces and laminar flow was

observed.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of V. Groove and St. 250µm groove versus the capillary
number. The red and blue points show the flow conditions of the dripping regime,
whereas black and gray points indicate the flow conditions of the jetting regime.
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During the characterization of the flow regimes, droplet size was simultaneously

measured. Figs. 3.15(a)-(b) show the normalized droplet diameter of both devices

versus the Ca and the We numbers. The normalization of the droplet diameter was

done against the hydraulic diameter of the “cross-junction” channels, which in both

cases is about 100 ± 2µm.

The capillary number shows a wider range of operational values than the Weber

number for both configurations. Also, the Ca has a stronger correlation with the

droplet size than We number. Slight changes in the Ca number produced gradual

modifications in the droplet size. However, small variations of We number brought

abrupt alterations to the droplet size (Fig. 3.15(b)).

The V. Groove MFDG produces smaller droplets than the St. 250µm configura-

tion for similar flow conditions. This characteristic is mainly due to the difference in

focusing behavior and shape of the DP during droplet break-up, as it was shown in

Fig. 3.13. Also, the droplet size dynamic range (i.e. D/Dh−max/D/Dh−min) for the

V. Groove configuration was found to be wider than the one of the St. 250µm groove.

In other words, the V.Groove MFDG produced both larger, and smaller droplets than

the St. 250µm device.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of V. Groove and St. 250µm groove MDFGs. Effective
droplet diameter against the capillary (a) and the Weber (g) numbers. In (a) there is
a region for the St. 250µm device, where the effective droplet diameter is kept close
to 1 for slight variations in the capillary number. This region propels the St. 250µm
as the better candidate for parallelization purposes.
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Table 3.3: Experimental results and comparison of the three proposed cross-junction
generators.

Total Flow
(µL/min)

DrgeSt.250 DrgeV. DrgeSt.150
DrgeV./
DrgeSt.250

DrgeSt.150/
DrgeSt.250

15 1.67 1.84 – 1.10 –
30 1.44 2.17 – 1.50 –
60 1.15 2.35 2.06 2.04 1.79

To visualize the droplet size dynamic range, I plotted for each configuration in

a bubble graph showing at the same time the flow conditions and the size of the

generated droplets (Fig. 3.16). In these figures, the size of the bubbles corresponds

directly to the scale of the droplets. Although both configurations show very similar

dynamic behaviors, the St. 250µm device shows a distinct advantage over the second

configuration for parallelization. At medium capillary number range (0.05 ≤ Ca ≤

0.3) and low Weber number range (1 × 10−6 ≤ We ≤ 1 × 10−5), the St. 250µm

device generates droplets of similar size (See region of interest in Fig. 3.16(b)).

This characteristic is optimal for parallelization purposes because it enables slight

differences in the flow conditions of each parallelized droplet maker unit and still

produce droplets of the comparable size. The droplet-size robustness is only present

in the dripping regime and at higher total flow rates as shown in Fig. 3.17. At low

total flow rates (e.g. 15 and 30µL/min) the devices with St. 250µm and the V.shape

grooves have similar trends since they both show a high droplet size dependency on

the O:W ratios (Fig. 3.17(a)). However, at rates of 60µL/min, the MFDG with the

St.250µm groove had an almost flat response to the different O:W flow rate ratios.

Table 3.3 presents a summary of the droplet size dynamic range for each of the

three device configurations. Similarly to the simulation results, the V. and St.150µm

devices have a close dynamic range to each other, and it is much larger than the one

of the St.250µm device.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the V. Groove vs. St. 250µm groove MDFGs dynamic
characterization. Effective droplet size versus We and Ca numbers. The device with
the St. 250µmGroove shows in the dripping regime a region of droplet-size robustness
to flow conditions, which is ideal for parallelization.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the three cross-junction MDFGs in the dripping regime.
(a) Shows the St. 250µm and V. Groove effective droplet size at different total flow
rates. (b) Comperes the three MDFGs when they are operated at 60µL/min. The V.
Groove and the St. 150µm devices show similar behaviors that show a clear droplet
size dependence on the O/W flow rate ratio. However, the St. 250µm device did not
show this dependency. Instead, droplet size is maintained constant for a broad range
of O/W ratios.
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3.5 Conclusions of Chapter 3

After providing a brief introduction to the different configurations of droplet genera-

tors, essential characteristics for parallelization purposes were identified. For exam-

ple, manufacturing tolerances, operational flow conditions (e.g. Ca and We number

ranges), and reproducibility (e.g. manufacturing of many copies) are essential com-

ponents of scaled-out systems.

A two-dimensional flow-focusing droplet generator was presented and studied us-

ing CFD simulations tools and experimentally with the help of a high-speed cam-

era. Three variations of this MFDG were proposed, each of them with a different

cross-junction channel geometry (i.e. 250 × 60 and 150 × 80µm rectangular, and

200× 50× 100µm trapezoidal).

Both the experimental and simulation studies showed that the flow-focusing gen-

erator with a wide and shallow cross-junction (a.k.a St. 250µm groove) is preferred

over the other geometries. This device showed the lowest sensitivity to the flow con-

ditions and produced droplets within a narrower size dynamic range than the other

two configurations. At larger total flow rates in the dripping regime, this low variabil-

ity in droplet size was intensified. Higher total flow rates also mean more production

volume and therefore this flow regime is optimal for our application. The experiments

and simulations carried out in this chapter enabled us to understand the provided the

design of the core MFDG unit that was parallelized in next chapters of the thesis.

Although the magnitudes of the droplet size between our experimental and simu-

lation results (Tables 3.3 and 3.2) were not the same, the overall relationship between

droplet size and total flow rates was concordant. The discrepancy in the results is

because the effect of surfactants was not included in the CFD simulations, which

affects the value of the interfacial tension.
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Chapter 4

Demonstration of a Three-Dimensional Scaled-out Droplet

Microfluidic Device

This chapter was published/submitted as:

• D. Conchouso, D. Castro, S. A. Khan, and I. G. Foulds, “Three-dimensional parallelization of microfluidic

droplet generators for a litre per hour volume production of single emulsions”, Published at Lab on a Chip,

vol. 14, no. 16, pp. 3011-3020, 2014. a

aReproduced from Ref. [41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

4.1 Introduction

Both the low-sensitivity MFDG for parallelization and the multilayer fabrication pro-

cess on PMMA that were described in Chapter 3, allow me to explore and design

parallelized droplet microfluidic systems that use the third dimension for the MFDG

array expansion. In this chapter, I used the MFDG with the wide and shallow cross-

junction to make arrays of MDFGs that expand in both directions, first in-plane

and then out-of-plane to form a scaled-up device. The out-of-plane parallelization

was achieved by stacking several layers of micromilled MDFGs that were first paral-

lelized using in-plane arrays. By adding more layers to the stack more MDFGs were

integrated into the same chip, reducing the footprint of the parallelization device.

An important concept to remember at the beginning of this chapter is the fact

that all parallelized MDFGs should be producing droplets of the same size. In other

words, the size of these droplets should have a low coefficient of variation Cv to be

relevant for the field because that ensures that the conditions in all microdroplets

(i.e. microreactors) are the same to obtain consistent products from every droplet.
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4.1.1 Literature Review of Microfluidic Emulsification Tech-

niques

Microfluidic emulsification techniques can be categorized into two types. One known

as microchannel emulsification, and another known as parallelized microfluidic droplet

generation. The first one consists of a substrate with perpendicularly microfabricated

channels or slits. This substrate is then used in the same way as the membrane

emulsification method [51, 52, 53]. The second one consists on the parallelization of

standard MDFGs that share inputs and outputs.

Compared to membrane emulsification, microchannel emulsification allows a much

narrower size distribution (Cv ≤ 5%), but at lower production volumes. An example

of this technology, reporting a production rate of 1.4 Lh−1, is the work by Kobayashi

et al. [53]. In this system, micro-holes were DRIE on a silicon on insulator wafer.

The micro-fabricated structure was then placed in between two pressurized chambers.

The disperse phase flows through the micro-holes into the continuous phase in the

same way as the case of membrane emulsification. Dangla et. al. [75, 83] recently

introduced another variation of the microchannel emulsification systems to create

monodisperse emulsions. In this work, droplet formation is mediated by gradients of

confinement in micro-channels. These channels, on one end, have tapered walls that

are used to create droplet production nozzles with small inclination angles. In this

system, droplet formation is relatively slow since it does not depend on the fluid flows

but the geometry of these nozzles (i.e. confinement). Even though 256 nozzles were

parallelized, the maximum production rate was only about ∼ 3.6mLh−1.

Although microchannel emulsification produces monodisperse droplets, they can-

not fully incorporate in the same microfluidic device all of the advantages of single

droplet microfluidic devices because the droplets are generated in a container and

they loose their confinement, losing to a significant degree, their properties as mi-

croreactors. On the contrary, parallelized droplet generator devices retain control
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over the droplets at all time (i.e. inside a microchannel) and therefore, they can

preserve all of the advantages given by a single MFDG system. This second strategy

comes, however, at the cost of a tremendous engineering challenge because it involves

connecting several MFDGs together to a single fluid supply. This interconnectivity

brings complex crosstalk or coupling effects to the fluid mechanics governing the be-

havior of each MFDG. Some of these sources of variation include: hydraulic resistance

variations depending on the number of droplets a channel contains [38, 131, 132, 133],

pressure variations inherent in droplet formation (i.e. pressure changes during droplet

pinch-off) [39], fabrication differences among the channels [39], irregularities in pump-

ing [40], non-uniform loading, air bubbles and debris trapped in a particular channel,

etc. All of these sources of variation can affect the uniform distribution of the liquids

at each generator, leading to undesirable polydisperse outputs [39, 131, 132, 133].

A parallel MFDG emulsification device that has demonstrated high-volume pro-

duction of monodisperse O/W emulsions (e.g. showing a low Cv = 2.2%) in a mi-

crofluidic chip was proposed by Nisisako et al. [35]. This system produces emulsions

at a maximum flow rate of 180mLh−1, for an array of 144 MFDGs working together.

The chip was manufactured on a synthetic silica glass using photolithography and

DRIE. This fabrication process builds only one layer of generators and requires the

use of an externally fabricated hydraulic manifold that is mechanically machined out

of blocks of stainless steel. Although the annular manifold represents a solution to

decouple parallel MFDGs, it limits the degree of scalability for the following reason.

The assembly of N + 1 cylindrical blocks is required to connect N coaxial annular

channels; this configuration restricts this system to a relatively small number of annu-

lar channels feeding only one layer of generators. Moreover, this annular distribution

network is fed laterally, and due to the asymmetric connection between each annular

channel and the piping, there are flow variations across the device (i.e. there are

MFDGs closer to the connections).
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Soft lithography has also been used to fabricate parallel MFDG emulsification

devices using PDMS [39, 134, 71]. This fabrication technique also requires the use of

a clean room facility to create high-aspect-ratio master molds; therefore, its cost is

still high. Using this fabrication method Li et al. [39] fabricated a multiple modular

microfluidic device for the UV synthesis of polymeric particles at a production rate

of 50 gh−1. In this work, eight individual modules of 16 channels each were operated

in parallel. These modules are independent chips that require a significant amount

of external connections and tubing, which limit higher scale parallelization.

In general, previous parallelization studies have mainly tried to explore only a

second dimension for array expansion [13, 36]. However, if true scalability is desired,

one has to study a three-dimensional expansion as well. One example of a three-

dimensional parallelization has been demonstrated in PDMS [71]. However, their

design could only parallelize 15 MFDGs in a stack of three layers due to their fabrica-

tion process. Further scale-out in their design is challenging for the following reasons:

the interconnecting through holes between the stacking layers were manually made

with a hole-puncher (i.e. process susceptible to error), and reproducible alignment in

rubber-like materials such as PDMS is hard to achieve.

There are other types of technologies dealing with gas-liquid microreactors that

have been parallelized in the past. For example, a multilayer distribution device

producing gas-liquid segmented flows in triangular channels was demonstrated using

silicon [135]. Similarly, production volumes for gas-liquid systems with modular flow

distribution have achieved flow rates as high as 9Lh−1 for devices operating in the

Taylor flow regime and generating liquid segments with volumes in the range of 1.5−

4.5µL [136].

In the work of this thesis, high-volume production of single emulsions is suc-

cessfully demonstrated for three-dimensional devices containing one, two, and four

generation layers with 128 MFDGs each, operating at a flow-focusing regime and
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producing droplets with volumes in the range of 0.5− 6.5nL. I achieved the highest

disperse phase production rate (1Lh−1) for a parallel MFDG liquid-liquid emulsifica-

tion device ever reported in the literature at the time of its publication. Droplet size

and size distributions for these devices were characterized, and coefficients of varia-

tion as low as ∼ 6% were reached, even though our channel fabrication accuracy was

larger than 4% (These results are shown later in Fig. 4.7). The fabrication process

can be easily implemented in any high precision CNC milling machine and does not

require the use of a clean room facility. This fabrication process is low-cost and en-

ables the rapid prototyping of multilayer microfluidic devices. Another advantage of

this fabrication method is the greater stiffness of PMMA as compared to elastomers

like PDMS. The rigid walls of these chips minimize the hydraulic capacitance of the

microchannels and improve the transient response to flow changes. Our devices were

capable of withstanding pressures as high as 7.5 bar. Reproducible alignment was

also achieved accurately (< 5µm) using metal pins and through-holes.

The hydraulic manifold was fully integrated within the microfluidic chip, and two

different distribution networks commonly used in parallelization devices were evalu-

ated: tree-like [13, 39, 38], ladder-like [13, 38, 71] in the coaxial annular configuration

[35], and a combination of both.

Our design takes advantage of a fractal tree-like distribution network to minimize

coupling effects among the MDFGs. Groups of MFDGs were organized into internally

independent groups (petals), and neighboring MFDGs were disconnected at the lowest

hierarchical level (i.e. the MFDG junction).

A summary of the microfluidic emulsion generator technologies is shown in Table

2.4. There, we provide a comparison with other existing technologies. The overall

advantage of our device is its great potential for parallelization as it explores a truly

scalable technology because more layers can be added per device and more devices

can be in turn parallelized to form a droplet microfluidic production plant.
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Finally, particle crystallization is presented as a pharmaceutical application that

can be benefited from these parallel MFDG devices. Glycine spherical agglomerates

were successfully produced from the emulsion generated by these microfluidic devices.

4.2 Description of a 3D Parallelized Microfluidic Droplet

Generation System

The flow-focusing MFDG, I parallelized, consists of a ∼ 250µm-wide by ∼ 100µm-

deep cross-shaped junction that connects with a wider and deeper channel (400µm-

wide by 300µm-deep) downstream (Fig. 4.1-E). In Chapter 3, this device was selected

because it demonstrated both the production of droplets of similar size and to be

less sensitive to flow changes than the other geometries with an equivalent hydraulic

diameter. Therefore, this device is appropriate for parallel systems (See Chapter 3).

Massive parallelization of MFDGs is proposed by stacking layers of 2N generators

arranged in a polar array, where N is any positive integer. For this demonstration, I

have fabricated devices that have one, two, and four generation layers containing 128

MFDGs each. The different layers are all connected with each other by through-holes

that are fabricated along with the device and allow the integration of the hydraulic

manifold within the chip. A greater number of MFDGs per layer is possible by using

fabrication processes with a higher feature resolution such as photolithography or by

increasing the total area of the device.

Using the third dimension for parallelization brings significant advantages over

two-dimensional array expansion as more generators can be parallelized in a small

footprint device. Using thin layers (e.g. thickness ≤ 1 mm) minimizes the effective

length (i.e. the distance between neighbor MDFGs) of the through-holes interconnect-

ing the MDFGs and keeps the system compact for high-density packing of MFDGs.

My parallelization device is composed of several layers: cap layer, oil-distribution

network, water-distribution network, and one or more droplet generation layers. Ad-
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ditional droplet generation layers can be incorporated into the stack for further scaling

up of MFDGs (Fig. 4.1-A).

Figure 4.1: Design schematics of the proposed multilayer parallelization chip. A)
The stackable configuration of a parallelization chip. The device is composed of
four or more constructing layers: cap layer, oil, and water distribution networks and
generation layer(s). B) A schematic close-up image of the flow-focusing MFDGs in
the generation layer. The liquid phases are added to the devices using through-holes,
and the size of such through-holes have to be designed depending on the number of
generation layers, larger holes are required as more layers are added to the stack. C)
The inset shows a single petal that works as an independent unit. The MFDGs in
a petal share the same input and output. D) Lateral view of a 256-MFDG PMMA
parallelization chip with two droplet generation layers. The oil phase is added on the
top while the water phase is input from the bottom (both are centered to provide
an even distribution). E) The SEM image of the flow-focusing MFDG that was
parallelized, the device is composed of a shallow and wide cross-like section that
connects with deeper and broader channels for distribution and output. Reproduced
from Ref. [41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Several designs for the dedicated distribution layers were tested: tree-like fractal

distribution network, annular distribution network, and a combination of both. Only

the first one proved to be a reliable structure and provided the best results for this

parallelization chip. The device that was manufactured following this fractal distri-

bution strategy is shown in Fig. 4.2. This device is comprised of a total of seven

micromilled distribution networks, which include four droplet generation layers, two

dedicated distribution networks for liquid supply and one cap layer.

Although I will discuss the other structures later in this chapter, in this section I

will focus on the design of the tree-like fractal distribution network depicted in Fig.

4.1 and Fig. 4.2. For this network, input ports for both liquids are axisymmetrically

placed in the center of the stack at the top and on the bottom of the chip to maintain

the same channel length from the fluid source to the MFDGs in all directions in the

disk. Both liquids flow from the center to edge of the disk and then proceed from the

top to lower layers. The operation of the devices and the description of the path of

the liquid phases across the device is depicted in Fig. 4.3. If additional liquid inputs

are required, two extra layers per input must be added to the stack to maintain this

centralized distribution (i.e. one for an extra distribution network and that can bring

the liquids form some input localized anywhere in the disk to the center of the device).

Coupling of the parallel MFDGs occurs through the distribution networks and at the

output of the system. Our design proposes organizing the polar array of MFDGs in

four groups or petals that can be seen as independent blocks of droplet generation

within the same chip, each one with its designated output (Fig. 4.1-C). Crucially,

these petals are only connected with each other at the highest level of hierarchy

(adjacent to the input port), where the impedance couplings are minimal. Because

of this characteristic, shutting off one of these sections (petals) has little to no effect

on the others, and therefore on output production quality. This characteristic will be

discussed in detail later in this chapter.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Optical images of the 3D parallelization device designed in this thesis.
(a) Top view of the parallelization device. (b) The Lateral view shows a device with
512 MDFGs, which is comprised of seven layers, including four generation layers of
128 MDFGs each, two distribution networks layers for the DP and CP respectively,
and one top or cap layer.
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Figure 4.3: Schematics describing the flow of the liquids through the scaled-out device.
Both the disperse phase and the continuous phase are introduced to the stack of
layers from the center of the disk. The flow goes from the center to the edge of
the distribution network and then proceeds to the generation layers. All MFDGs in
a layer experience the same pressure drop across the distribution network. One of
the advantages of the 3D stacking is the fact that the pressure gradient across the
stack of generation layers can be minimized by appropriately designing the size of the
interconnecting holes and the thickness of the layers. Thin generation layers reduce
the pressure loss and enable high-density packing of MFDGs. Reproduced from Ref.
[41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

A petal is formed by a group of 2M MFDGs (where M ≤ N). For example, in the

case of the device shown in Fig.4.1-C each petal has 32 MFDGs per layer.

4.3 Fabrication Process

The fabrication process of this device is the same as the one presented in Chapter 3,

however, here I briefly describe the process and discuss some of the advantages of this

process for parallelization. The three-dimensional parallelization chip is made out

of a 1mm - thick sheet of cast PMMA, which is CNC micromilled and the thermo-

compression bonded. The fabrication presented herein make up a fabrication process

for rapid prototyping of three-dimensional microfluidics. One of the main advantages

of this direct micromilling process is the fact that it can be easily implemented in any

high-precision CNC machine and does not require a clean room facility.

Microfluidic channels (∼ 250 to 2000µm-wide and ∼ 100 to 300µm-deep) are
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Table 4.1: Fabrication variability of the multilayer parallelization chips

Device Channel Depth (@Cross-juction) Fabrication St. Dev. (σfab)
128-Device I 94 µm 4.80%
128-Device II 78 µm 7.90%
256-Device I 102 µm 4.21%
512-Device I 105.6 µm 4.38%

directly micromachined on PMMA using a LPKF ProtoMat S103 PCB plotter. All

of the interconnections (e.g. through-holes) between the stacking layers are also

CNC drilled as part of the same process. The surface roughness of the channels

was measured in Chapter 3 and it was found to be ≤ 350nm at the distribution

channels. This roughness turns out to be small when it was compared to the measured

fabrication error of the device (see Tab. 4.1).

Fig 4.4 shows the layouts of the different micromilled layers. Once the generator

and distribution layers are milled, the stack of layers is brushed with soapy water,

rinsed with ethanol and blown dry with compressed air. Visual inspection is necessary

to guarantee that no residue left from the milling process is blocking any of the

channels. The stack of layers is then assembled using alignment pins for accurate

alignment (≤ 5µm) and thermo-compression bonded using an Instron 5900-Series

fitted with an environmental chamber as described in Chapter 3.

Finally, after the bonding process, world-to-chip connectors are glued onto the par-

allelization disk. Although there is no noticeable deformation in the micro- channels

after bonding, it should be noted that the cap layer is extruded into the channel by

5 to 10µm. This bonding process may, therefore, block very shallow and wide chan-

nels. Another characteristic of the bonding process is its incredible strength, which

was tested to withstand high pressures (∼ 7.5 bar). This pressure is well above of the

pressures I usually use to load the liquids and eliminate trapped bubbles (i.e. ∼ 1 bar)

and those I use to run the devices (e.g. exemplary operation ∼ 80− 500mbar).
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Figure 4.4: Layouts of the micromilled layers that form the multilayer parallelization
chip. The following layers were milled to manufacture this device: First the generator
(s) layers, then the dedicated oil, and water distribution networks layers and finally the
cap layer. Devices with one layer of generators operate simultaneously 128 MFDGs
arranged in a polar array. To create a device with 256 and 512 MFDG, two and
four generation layers of 128 MFDGs were stacked. Reproduced from Ref. [41] with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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4.4 Methodology and Experimental Procedures for Charac-

terization

4.4.1 Materials

For imaging and droplet characterization, decane (≤ 99 %) was used as a continuous

phase (CP), with a 2 % (w/w) surfactant mixture consisting of 70 % Span-20 and

30 % Span-80 (w/w). The dispersed phase (DP) was a solution of Ultrapure Millipore

Milli-Q DI water (18.3MΩ) with red food colouring that was added to enhance the

contrast and to facilitate the characterization of the single emulsion through an image

processing software [137]. Particle crystallization was also achieved using dodecane

(≤ 99 %) as a CP with the same surfactant content described above and glycine

(< 99 %) solution saturated at room temperature (22 ◦C) as a DP. This solution has

approximately 24.4 g of glycine content per 100 g of DI water [138]. All solutions were

filtered before each experiment using Cole-Parmer syringe filters (0.45µm).

4.4.2 Experimental Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 4.5. Both the CP and DP

were loaded into separate containers and then connected to an Elveflow OB1 pressure

pump to control the pressure in the fluid reservoirs in the range of 0− 2000mbar.

Flow sensors, connected to the OB1, were used to monitor the flow rates. To

run the experiment, the parallelization chip was placed on top of a glass funnel that

helps direct the out- put flow to a white plastic surface for imaging. This surface

works as an excellent light diffuser to facilitate stable lighting conditions. Droplets

are lit from below and imaged from the top using a Canon 5D DSLR camera with

MP-E 65 mm macro lens using a fast exposure time (1/4000 s) to avoid motion blur.

During our tests, I took on average 100 high-quality pictures (21Mpx) for each data

point. These images were then transformed into AVI video files and processed on a
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Figure 4.5: Experimental setup for the characterization of the parallelized droplet
generation systems. A) Pressure pumps are employed to load both liquid phases
into the chip. The flow rates are then controlled according to the flow sensors and
camera feedbacks. The emulsion is then guided onto an inclined surface for imaging
and characterization. B) Typical W/O emulsion generated and visualized through
the camera. C) Evaluation of the emulsion dispersity using the DMV software. A
probability density of around 8000 drops for 256-Device I at W/O 1:5 and a DP total
flow rate of 120mLh−1. D) Top view of a MFDG array during operation. Reproduced
from Ref. [41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Droplet morphometry and velocimetry (DMV) software [137]. Typically, the effective

droplet diameter distribution for our experiments was obtained from a sample of

approximately 8000 droplets, which represents a statistically significant sample for

large populations.

4.4.3 Loading Sequence and Distribution Network Configu-

rations

Uniform liquid loading plays one of the most critical roles in the parallelization of

MFDGs. Loading problems may include pressure gradients across the chip in asym-

metric distribution networks, bubbles trapped that modify the flows, backflow of one

of the phases into the other, changes in the channel resistances depending on the flow-

ing liquid, clogged channels, and many others [13, 36]. To minimize these problems,
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three different configurations were tested for this high-throughput microfluidic chip:

a coaxial annular network, an annular network combined with a tree-like network,

and a fractal tree-like distribution network (see Fig. 4.6). All network configurations

were tested using similar loading conditions. First, both oil and aqueous phases are

pushed in at high pressure (e.g. ∼ 1000mbar) to clean out all of the trapped bubbles

and to ensure a complete loading to all microfluidic channels. Then a decreasing ramp

is applied (−65mbars−1) and the pressure is steadily reduced to 50mbar. Finally,

fine tuning is done with the help of the camera and flow sensors by small pressure

changes (1mbar). Optical inspection of droplet formation is possible through the

various layers, thanks to the PMMA’s transparency and the different focal depths at

each layer. This examination allows us to detect potential problems in the system. If

an irregularity is noticed, cleaning cycles of high pressure (1 − 2 bar) are applied in

short bursts to clean out the obstructions.

Figure 4.6: Distribution networks in scaled-up microfluidic systems. A) The annular
distribution network, B) The annular distribution network combined with a tree-like
structure, and C) The fractal tree-like distribution network. Trapping of air bubbles
was observed in all of the designs causing polydisperse generation of droplets, however
for the fractal tree-like distribution network elimination of these bubbles was possible
through cleaning cycles, thus improving dispersity of the output. In the insets, blue
(more intense color in the gray scale) represents the feed lines of the aqueous phase
whereas orange denotes the path of the oil phase. In C), the aqueous and oil phases
have the same paths but in different layers and are aligned to form petals. Reproduced
from Ref. [41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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An advantage of using PMMA as compared to PDMS and other elastic materials is

its greater stiffness (Young’s modulus 2.4− 3.3GPa) that contributes to microfluidic

channels with a good dynamic response and low hydraulic capacitance. The Elveflow

OB1 pressure pump can be programmed to run the entire sequence automatically,

including the cleaning cycles that are usually needed for 1 to 3 times.

A problem that appeared consistently in all tested configurations was the random

trapping of air bubbles in the MDFGs. In the case of the annular configurations, this

issue remained even after several high-pressure cleaning cycles, leading to irregular

feeding and polydisperse droplet generation. On the contrary, the fractal tree-like

network worked the best to clean the channels by abrupt pressure changes and showed

an even loading of the fluids thanks to the axisymmetric inputs. In our experience

this distribution network showed the best results, allowing us to arrange the MDFGs

into petals which enable shutting down a section of the chip without affecting the

out- put, and also its loading response contributed to the stability of the chip and

improved the dispersity of the output.

4.4.4 Flow Studies and Characterization

The first set of experiments was performed to characterize the size and size distribu-

tion of the droplets generated. For this section, DI water with food coloring was used

as the DP. Images of the generated emulsion were captured and then processed for

devices containing different numbers of generation layers.

Devices with one (128 MFDGs), two (256 MFDGs) and four (512 MFDGs) gener-

ation layers were tested at different total flows while keeping the W/O flow rate ratio

constant 1:5 (see Fig. 4.7). Experiments that were done with devices with 128 and

256 MFDGs operating at a fixed total flow rate and different W/O ratios (1:2, 1:5,

1:10) did not show any significant effect on the size distribution of the emulsion. For

a single layer, the maximum throughput I was able to produce is about 300 mLh−1,
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for a double layer I achieved ∼ 600 mLh1, and for a quadruple layer, an output of ∼

1.2 Lh−1 should be expected. Because of limitations in our flow sensors I was able to

accurately measure up to ∼ 1 Lh−1. Error bars show the standard deviation of the

emulsion for an average sample size of 8000 droplets (Fig. 4.7 (b)).

The coefficient of variation (Fig. 4.7 (a)) shows a similar U-shaped curve in all

of the devices tested. The double layer device 256-Device I showed the smallest

coefficient of variation among the different devices (Cv = 6%). This device also had

the lowest standard deviation in fabrication, which indicates a close relation between

the fabrication variability and size distribution variability.

At higher numbers of generation layers, the total flow that passes through the

device increases, and therefore the pressure drop across the distribution network in-

creases as well. Because of this, a higher pressure is needed to drive the device. This

requirement, however, does not seem to have an effect on the droplet production if

the distribution networks are designed accordingly. As changes in dispersity seem to

be dominated by fabrication variability, no direct correlation was found between the

coefficient of variation and the number of generation layers.

The maximum operating pressures for devices with 1, 2 and 4 layers are 83, 203,

and 500 mbar, respectively. This increase in the driving pressure does not raise

concerns for delamination even for high layer count devices. For example, I estimate

that a 10-layer device would require ∼ 1.8 bar by extrapolating from our pressure

measurements. This estimation is still well below the maximum tested pressure of

7.5 bar that our devices can withstand without delamination.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Flow study of the proposed multilayer parallelization device. (a) Shows
the coefficient of variation versus the DP flow rate per generation layer (W/O ratio
1:5). (b) Plots the droplet size (µm) at different disperse phase flow rates while
keeping the W/O flow ratio at 1:5. (Error bars show the standard deviation of
samples with 8000 droplets). Reproduced from Ref. [41] with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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To study how the fabrication variability affects the dispersity of the product, I

fabricated two devices with 128 MFDGs each (Table 4.1). 128-Device I had a low fab-

rication standard deviation of 4.8 % compared to 128-Device II (σfab = 7.9 %). Both

devices showed similar characterization curves; however, the coefficient of variation

produced by the second device increased at each point and was consistent with the

fabrication variation change (Fig. 4.7 (a)).

A change in the dispersity of the output due to fabrication tolerances is to be

expected. This issue has been discussed for the case of scaling of parallel devices [38],

since the hydraulic resistance in a channel with a square cross section scales to the

fourth power with the channel dimensions [80].

4.5 Study of Distribution Networks for Parallelization

A primary concern when working with parallel systems is the possibility of clogging,

especially when dealing with systems containing tree-like distribution networks since

they have been reported to have greater sensitivity to random resistance changes [38].

In the proposed petal-like structure, groups of MFDGs sharing a common output

act as four independent units within the same chip. If one section gets clogged and

its output becomes suddenly polydisperse, one can close the affected petal by closing

either its two input branches or one input branch and the output. The channel

resistance of a closed petal becomes infinite and by adjusting the input pressure to

retain the original flow per MDFG, the other out- puts can still maintain their low

dispersity and size. A parallel system with this type of petal structure can then work

with a deactivated section and avoid a total production halt.

To study the effect of closing a clogged section, I measured the size distribution

of the output generated by the 256-Device I when one, two or three of its petals

were completely closed, as compared to its output with all petals functioning. Fig.

4.8 shows this comparison and Table 4.2 summarizes the experiments as well as the
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Figure 4.8: Effect of closing petals in the stability of the droplet production. The
droplet size and coefficient of variation for 256-Device I when closing individually the
composing petals. The graph shows that by adjusting to the correct pressure, I can
maintain a similar droplet size and dispersity, demonstrating the advantage of the
petal structure.

adjustments in pressure that are needed to keep the similar flow rates per working

MFDG after closing the outputs. The error in droplet size is due to the small variation

in the flow rates as a result of the pressure adjustments and the stopping and reloading

steps required throughout the experiment.

This study demonstrates that petals are independent functional units, which have

weak mutual influence and they can be deactivated and reactivated if proper valves are

implemented. This behavior is expected to be seen in devices with different numbers

of generation layers and is independent of the number of petals per layer. It is worth

noting that these petals are only connected with each other at the highest level of

hierarchy (adjacent to the input port), where the impedance couplings are minimal.

Because of this, closing one of these petals has little to no effect on other petals and

therefore on production output.
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Table 4.2: Effect of closing petals in droplet production. Summary of experiments
for 256 Device I at different working capacities (FR: Flow Rate, P: Pressure). In this
table, the total pressure drop as well as the total flow rates are shown for a device
with different amount of operational petals. The flow rates are adjusted every time
a petal is closed to keep the MDFGs at the same flow conditions in each experiment.

Working Po Pw Fro FRw FRo/FRw Droplet Size
(%) (mLh−1) (mLh−1) (Total) µm

100 73 14 1556 338 4.6 200
75 60 13 1131 230 4.9 191
50 50 13 795 172 4.6 193
25 37 12 403 84 4.8 187

4.6 Case of Study, Formulation & Crystallization of Active

Pharmaceutical Ingredients

4.6.1 Droplets as Discrete Templates for Drug Crystalliza-

tion

The crystallization and formulation of Active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in

the form of Spherical Agglomerates (SA) are crucial steps towards continuous and

sustainable pharmaceutical manufacturing, and have been of much scientific and in-

dustrial interest in recent years [139, 140, 141].

The coupling of microfluidic emulsion generation to rapid thin film-based evapora-

tive crystallization is a promising route for the precise fabrication of engineered phar-

maceutical formulations. In this method, droplets are used as discrete “templates”

for drug crystallization, in which a solution loaded with pharmaceutical ingredients

is first emulsified and then crystallized into particles. Since these particles come from

droplet templates that are made using microfluidic methods, they also possess many

desirable features for drug formulation. For example, they have characteristics such

as controlled size, narrow size distribution, and controlled composition among others.

An example applications, in which the particle size and size distribution are ex-
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tremely important is the manufacturing of Dry Powder Inhalers (DPI). These DPI

are used to treat respiratory diseases such as Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Dis-

ease (COPD) and asthma. Patients, who suffer from these diseases need to inhale

the dry powder particles to reduce the inflammation in their lungs and facilitate their

breathing. These particles need to travel through the mouth and across the bronchi

until they reach the alveoli, where the pharmaceuticals are absorbed. Large particles

(e.g. ≥ 5µm) get deposited on the mouth and on the throat and cannot reach the

alveoli. Small particles (e.g. ≤ 0.5µm) fail to deposit and often are excelled. Only

intermediate particles (e.g. 1 ≤ particle ≤ 5µm) can effectively reach the alveoli

[142][143]. Particles of such sizes and distribution have been previously demonstrated

using droplet microfluidics [141, 144].

In the thin-film crystallization process, the liquid-liquid phase separation and

supersaturation of API are regulated by the solvent evaporation [145]. This evapo-

ration is controlled by a set of parameters that can be used to manufacture unique

crystals forms, which could not be produced using any other method. These parame-

ters include the temperature, film thickness, droplet size, and the composition of the

API-loaded solution [146]. Depending on the conditions of the crystallization pro-

cess, the glycine-loaded emulsion can be crystallized into different morphologies such

as α-crystals, γ-crystals, and SA (i.e. polycrystalline particles) [147]. From these

morphologies, pharmaceutical companies are interested in SA because they have an

improved dissolution profile due to their increased surface area. This feature has

tremendous importance in the efficiency and bioavailability of the active ingredients.

Additives such as silica nanoparticles have been used to stabilize the rapid crystal

growth in droplets and to promote the crystallization of SA [141]. Co-formulation of

APIs and excipients like Ethyl Cellulose (EC) have also been demonstrated [140, 145].

These are a few examples that describe the potential of these technologies in the de-

velopment of advanced pharmaceuticals.
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Figure 4.9: Crystallization of glycine crystal agglomerates. A) The crystallization
sequence consists of rapid shrinkage of the droplet (approx. 50 % of the droplet
diameter), nucleation, spherulitic crystal growth, and aging. B) The optical image
of glycine spherical crystal agglomerates that are used as model molecules in the
pharmaceutical industry. C) The SEM picture of these agglomerates. Reproduced
from Ref. [41] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

4.6.2 Crystallization of Glycine Spherical Agglomerates

Here, I demonstrate the formation of glycine crystal SA using our system. Glycine

(> 99%) is an example of an amino acid that can be crystallized from an emulsion

and is commonly used as a model molecule in pharmaceutical crystallization [139]. A

glycine-loaded emulsion with an effective diameter of 150µm was generated using the

128-Device I. Then a sample of approximately 100µL was guided from the output of

the emulsion generator onto a heated microscope glass slide (Corning 75× 50mm) to

form a thin film of glycine with an estimated thickness of ∼ 0.2 − 0.4mm. The mi-

croscope slide was placed on top of a Torrey Pines Scientific EchoThermTM HS [130]

hot plate and set to a temperature of 90◦C to produce glycine crystal agglomerates

that are shown in Fig. 4.9.
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The crystallization sequence details are provided elsewhere, [139] briefly it consists

of four steps that are triggered by the external heat delivered by a heated substrate

to the glycine loaded droplets. First, the droplet diameter is rapidly shrunk to ap-

proximately 50 %, and then a localized nucleation is produced, followed by a fast

radial growth from the nucleus to the droplet boundary, and finally, aging of the

spherical agglomerates (Fig. 4.9-A). The spherical crystal agglomerates were char-

acterized using two methods: optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy

using a Quanta 3D Feg system (See Fig. 4.9-C). This method allows for the pro-

duction of monodisperse glycine crystal agglomerates and offers an excellent way to

control the rapid crystal growth since the crystal formation is confined within the

droplet [146, 139].

The rapid thin-film evaporative crystallization technique cannot be yet incorpo-

rated directly in the microfluidic devices because this process involves the generation

of vapors which have to exit through the continuous phase into a fume hood. Since

this evaporative methodology have not yet been demonstrated in microfluidic systems,

new approaches are needed before the output of the parallelization device, showed

above, can be crystallized continuously.

4.7 Conclusions of Chapter 4

A three-dimensional microfluidic parallelization chip for mass production of single

emulsions is demonstrated. The device proposes another dimension for massive par-

allelization and the full integration of the hydraulic manifold within the chip, which

is inherently scalable to even higher volumes.

Production rates as high as 1 Lh−1 of the disperse phase were generated in de-

vices containing four generation layers with 128 generators each. Emulsions with a

coefficient of variation as low as 0.06 were also produced. A minimum in dispersity

for these particular devices occurred at 120 mLh−1 per layer.
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The effect on droplet size distribution of adding additional emulsion generation

layers to the stack was studied for devices at different total flow rates. The dispersity

did not show a direct correlation with the increase in the number of layers in the stack

(e.g. 1 - 4 generation layers). However, since both phases are passed through the

same distribution network and connected through-holes, an increase in the manifold

resistance is expected for larger flow rates when more layers are stacked. An advantage

of the tree-like distribution network is the fact that all individual MFDGs in a layer

receive the same pressure drop from the fluidic inputs, so generation conditions are

uniform across the device. Using thinner material sheets or larger diameter through-

holes can minimize differences in pressure drops between generation layers.

In these devices, the fabrication variability of the milling process was found to

contribute the most to the dispersity of the droplet size distribution, and a more

accurate patterning technique can significantly improve the emulsion dispersity. In

our experience, the centralized tree-like fractal distribution network showed the best

results towards improving the droplet generation process because its configuration

facilitates a uniform loading of both phases and bubble-free steady state performance.

Furthermore, I demonstrated decoupling of groups of MFDGs for the rest of the device

by arranging them in a petal-like structure. A double-layer parallelization chip with

256 channels and four petals was tested when one or more composing petals were

deactivated. The droplet size and coefficient of variation for an operational section

retained similar values when MFDGs were operated at equivalent flow rates.

Our work greatly facilitates the translation of methods such as active pharma-

ceutical ingredients (APIs) to industrially relevant scales of production by providing

controlled micro- fluidic emulsification at liter-per-hour throughput - a crucial re-

quirement in eventual scale-up processes. I envision a straightforward combination

of our emulsion generators in conjunction with high-throughput film evaporation to

translate to industrial application.
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Chapter 5

On-Chip Monitoring of Parallelized Microfluidic

Emulsification

This chapter was published/submitted as:

• D. Conchouso, G. Mckerricher, A. Arevalo, D. Castro, A. Shammim, I.G. Foulds. “Comparison of capacitive

and radio frequency resonator sensors for monitoring parallelized droplet microfluidic production , Published in

Lab on Chip,Lab on a Chip, vol. 16 pp. 3210-3219, 2016. (Inside Front Cover, http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content

/articlelanding/2016/lc/c6lc90090a#!divAbstract) a

• D. Conchouso, A. A. Arevalo, D. Castro, G. Mckerricher, and I. Foulds, “Radio Frequency Feedback Method

for Parallelized Droplet Microfluidics,” Presented at the 11th Annual IEEE International Conference on

Nano/Micro Engineered and Molecular Systems (IEEE-NEMS 2016), Matsushima Bay and Sendai MEMS

City, Japan, Apr. 2016.

• D. Conchouso, A. A. Arevalo, D. Castro, M. Kavaldzhiev, J. Kosel, and I. Foulds, “Capacitive Sensor

for Continuous Monitoring of High-Volume Droplet Microfluidic Generation,” Presented at the 11th Annual

IEEE International Conference on Nano/Micro Engineered and Molecular Systems (IEEE-NEMS 2016),

Matsushima Bay and Sendai MEMS City, Japan, Apr. 2016.

• D. Conchouso, G. Mckerrichter, D. Castro, A. Arevalo, and I.G. Foulds. Radio Frequency Resonator for

Continuous Monitoring of Parallel Droplet Microfluidic Systems, Presented at the 2015 COMSOL Conference,

Grenoble, France, Oct. 2015.

aReproduced from Ref. [148] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry

5.1 Introduction

Scaled-up production of microfluidic droplets, through the parallelization of hun-

dreds of droplet generators, has received a lot of attention to bring novel multiphase

microfluidics research to industrial applications. However, apart from droplet gen-

eration, other significant challenges relevant to this goal have never been discussed.
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Examples include: monitoring systems, high-throughput processing of droplets and

quality control procedures among others. In this Chapter, I present and compare

capacitive and Radio Frequency (RF) resonator sensors as two candidates that can

measure the dielectric properties of emulsions in microfluidic channels. By placing

several of these sensors in a parallelization device, the stability of the droplet gen-

eration at different locations can be compared and potential malfunctions can be

detected. This enables for the first time the monitoring of scaled-up microfluidic

droplet production. Both sensors were prototyped and characterized using emulsions

with droplets of 100 − 150µm in diameter, which were generated in parallelization

devices at water-in-oil volume fractions (ϕ) between 11.1 % and 33.3 %. Using the

proposed sensors, I was able to accurately measure water volume fraction for incre-

ments as small as 2.4 %. Although both methods rely on the dielectric properties of

the emulsions, the main advantage of the RF resonator sensors is the fact that they

can be designed to resonate at multiple frequencies of the broadband transmission

line. With careful design, two or more sensors can be parallelized and read by a single

signal. Finally, a comparison between these sensors based on their sensitivity, readout

cost and simplicity, and design flexibility is also discussed.

In recent years steps have been taken towards the creation of parallelization sys-

tems in order to increase the volume production of single droplet-generator devices

[13, 35, 36, 37, 41, 75]. However, these demonstrations have shown at most production

volumes of a few liters per hour [37, 41], which are still insufficient to meet industrial

demands or to compete with other emulsification methods with production rates up

to 20,000 Lh−1 [46]. Therefore, another hierarchical level of parallelization is needed

to create a competitive and sustainable production plant. As a consequence, current

parallelization systems will become modules that are going to be in turn parallelized

to achieve the desired scaled-up in production. These modules must ensure the for-

mation of droplets of controlled size and distribution, and maintain the production
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of such materials within the established tolerances required for each application. In

droplet microfluidics, these tolerances are commonly kept within coefficients of vari-

ation below 5 % in order to enable accurate droplet-to-droplet consistency [54].

A successful implementation of a complete droplet microfluidic production plant

for µ-Reaction Technologies (µRT ) is depicted in Fig. 5.1. Parallelization modules

for droplet generation are only one of the components needed to scale up these tech-

nologies. Monitoring systems for droplet generation, post-generation processing and

final quality control are also important elements to consider in the realization of a

scaled-up manufacturing plant based on droplet microfluidics.

Concerning the monitoring of droplet generation, a complete infrastructure of

sensors is needed to detect problems that may arise from scenarios such as sudden

channel clogging by contaminants, progressive channel fouling by the products of

the reaction that get trapped at the walls, air leakages in the system, or any other

possible issues at the fluid supply level that may lead to defective droplet generation.

These sensors can be placed at any of the hierarchical levels of parallelization. For

example, they could be added to monitor a single droplet generator, a group of droplet

generators, or the overall output of a parallelization device. Ideally, these sensors

should be placed in locations where one can correct the problem and can avoid the

generation of wasteful material that may contaminate the product in a shared output.

If the sensors look at the production of entire parallelization modules in a plant

and one of these modules fails, a possible corrective action in this level of hierarchy

is to replace the faulty module for another. In lower hierarchical levels, these sensors

may monitor groups of generators within a module or even single droplet generators

within a group, where valves or actuators may be triggered to fix the issue.

Image processing [137] is one method that can be used to monitor the produc-

tion of droplets in microfluidics. First, an optical image of the generated droplets is

taken using both suitable cameras and optics (e.g. A DSLR camera lens, microscope
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Figure 5.1: Vision of a droplet microfluidic production plant for µ-reaction technolo-
gies. This picture shows some of the future challenges and components of a droplet
microfluidics manufacturing plant. Monitoring systems can also be integrated with
the droplet generation modules in the same microfluidic device or can be placed in
series as drawn above. Reproduced from Ref. [148] with permission from The Royal
Society of Chemistry

objectives, or microfabricated lenses [149]). Then this picture is analyzed by a pro-

cessing unit, which runs several algorithms to determine the droplet morphology and

velocimetry [137]. After the image processing is completed, the resulting information

can then be used to trigger a specific action like turning on an alert, adjusting the flow

rates, and closing valves or other actuators. Although this method is accurate and

reliable, it is also difficult to implement in parallelization systems due to the limited

field of view that a lens can resolve. A monitoring system based on image processing

will require either a system that can move the camera from one location to another

or a costly setup consisting in several cameras .

Another approach is to take advantage of the difference in the dielectric properties

of common fluids such as air, oil and water (εoil ≈ 2− 3 and εwater ≈ 80.4), which en-

ables accurate electrical detection of the water-in-oil volume fraction (ϕ) in emulsions.
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This information can then be used to evaluate the water content in several collection

channels, and detect whether or not they all operate under stable conditions. Elec-

trical sensors based on capacitive measurements or radio frequency resonators mea-

surements (s-parameters) are two different approaches that can be used to analyze

the water-in-oil content in microfluidic emulsions [150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155].

Although both methods rely on impedance measurements (Z = R + jX, where

Z is the impedance, R is the resistance, and X is the reactance), capacitive sensors

measures directly the reactive part of the impedance, whereas the RF resonator mea-

surements (s-parameters) look at the signals of the power transmitted and reflected

between two ports, to obtain the resonant frequency of the resonator. Impedance

measurements at frequencies from 10−6 to 107Hz can be done reliably using the first

method. However, at higher frequencies (107 to 1011Hz) parasitic impedances by ca-

bles, connectors, etc., become more important and the second approach is preferred

[156].

Previously, capacitive measurements in microfluidics were reported to detect the

size and speed of individual droplets as they were generated by a single droplet gen-

erator [150]. Other example applications of capacitive sensors in this field, include

non-invasive cell counting devices for flow cytometry applications [151, 157], and cellu-

lar activity identification and monitoring in single-cell studies [158]. Radio frequency

resonators have also been used in microfluidics, as water-cut sensors to detect the

water volume-fraction in crude oil that occurs naturally during oil extraction [120].

They were used to obtain the dielectric properties of various solvents (e.g. methanol,

ethanol, chloroform, etc.[159]), and to analyze sugar and salt concentrations in solu-

tions [152, 153]. These applications are all based on the same principle of operation,

which takes advantage of the dielectric properties of the various liquid mixes to pro-

duce a measurable capacitance change or frequency shift.

In this Chapter, I propose for the first time a monitoring system based on electrical
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measurements (i.e. capacitance or s-parameters) that can assist in keeping droplet

production within established process control limits. Our approach, consists of placing

several of these sensors in different sections within a module and different modules

within a plant, to detect faulty parallelization devices. If a section or an entire module

fails (i.e. produces polydisperse droplets), the effective permittivity of the emulsions

will change from one section or module to another and differential measurements

between these sensors can then be used to identify the module responsible of the

problem.

The implementation of both types of sensors in this work, enabled us to estab-

lish a point of comparison between these technologies and identify their strengths

and weakness for this specific application. Our intention is not to study the dielec-

tric properties of the emulsions but to provide a detection platform, which can be

integrated into the parallelization chips, for the monitoring of microfluidic emulsion

generation at large scales. In this sense, I present capacitive sensors and RF resonator

sensors as two candidates suitable for the required monitoring.

5.2 Description of the System

Three devices were designed and fabricated in this work. The first device is a mi-

crofluidic emulsion generator, in which parallelized droplet generators are run simul-

taneously to generate microfluidic emulsions with controlled water-in-oil content. The

output from this device was then sent to either the capacitive sensor (Fig. 5.4-A ) or

the RF resonators (Fig. 5.4-B ) for monitoring. Comparing both methods under the

same flow conditions and procedures, allows to compare and contrast the differences

between both methods.
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Figure 5.2: Production of microfluidic emulsions in parallelization systems. A) picture
of the parallelization device with 512 generators. B) Representative section with 16
generators that was used in our tests. Reproduced from Ref. [148] with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

5.2.1 Emulsion Generation

Prior to this work, flow-focusing generators were studied for parallelization using

CFD simulations in COMSOL Multi-physics [106, 160]. Their dimensions were chosen

because they showed low droplet-size dependance on slight flow rate variations [41].

By grouping these generators in sections on multiple layers, I was able to successfully

parallelize 512 microfluidic droplet generators in a single device (Fig. 5.2-A) [41].
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Figure 5.3: Polydisperse vs monodisperse streams of droplets. A) shows a paral-
lelization device in which droplet production is polydisperse due to either unstable
flow or clogging problems. B) shows a uniform and monodisperse droplet production.
Reproduced from Ref. [148] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Using this device, production rates as high as 1Lh−1 of water-in-oil droplets were

achieved. Our characterization also showed that the least droplet size variability was

obtained for O:W ratios of 5:1, and water flow rates of ∼ 1mLh−1 per generator.

In this work, I used the same flow regimes as before, but only a representative

section of that parallelization system is used for demonstration purposes (Fig. 5.2-B).

Since this section behaves in the same way as our former parallelization device, the

characterization obtained in this work will also be relevant for larger parallelization

systems that are composed of two or more of these sections. One of the advantages

of working with this representative unit, is our ability to accurately manipulate the

flow rates in order to produce droplet streams with controlled water-in-oil volume

fractions to test our sensors. If the water volume fraction, in this particular system,

is too large (e.g > 35 %) the emulsion generation becomes unstable and large size

variation is observed (See Fig. 5.3-A).
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The design of this representative section consist of five layers: the first two layers

are for droplet generation, the next two are for liquid distribution and the last one

is used to enclose the microfluidic device. The generation layers are comprised of 8

droplet generators each, which were parallelized using a fractal distribution network.

This embodiment of our parallelization system, produces water-in-dodecane droplets

of approximately 150µm at total flow rates of between 100−160mLh−1. More details

on the fabrication and design of the parallelization devices are found in Chapter 4.

5.2.2 Capacitive Sensor

The second microfluidic device built, is the capacitive sensor depicted in Fig. 5.4-

A. This chip has a ∼ 4mm-wide and ∼ 700µm-deep microfluidic channel that is

sandwiched between two thin films (50µm) of PMMA. The capacitor’s plates are

then placed on the top and on the bottom of a microfluidic channel to serve as a

capacitive sensor [155].

The capacitance of the sensor depends on the dielectric properties of the liquid

traveling through the channel embedded in between the electrodes. For a parallel

plate configuration, the capacitance of the system is given by the simple parallel

plate equation:

C =
ε0εeffA

d
(5.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εeff is the effective permittivity of the

dielectric in between the electrodes, A is the plates overlapping area and d is the dis-

tance separating them. In this design however, the capacitor’s dielectric material is

a combination of: the fluids present in the micro-channel (e.g. water, dodecane), the

two thin PMMA films and the channel walls. All of which contribute to the effective

permittivity of the sensor.
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Figure 5.4: Prototypes of the parallel plate capacitive sensor and the RF resonator
sensors for the continuous monitoring of droplet production. A) The parallel plate
capacitive sensor is formed by two electrodes placed on top and bottom of a microflu-
idic channel. The insets show the top view and the cross-section of the sensor. B)
Prototype of the RF resonator sensors. Two resonators are put together and read
with only one measurement instrument, enabling parallelized monitoring. The insets
show the top view and the cross-section of the sensor. Reproduced from Ref. [148]
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

In this parallel plate configuration, the capacitance is also directly proportional to

the overlapping area of the electrodes and inversely proportional to their separation.

The dimensions of the electrodes (4.1mm-wide by 20mm-long) were selected such as

the impedance measurements, in any case, fall in between a measurable capacitance

range (1 to 15 pF ). Since the separation (800µm) was determined by fabrication

constrains (middle layer 700µm and thin films 2 × 50µm), the main design variables

were restricted to the selection of the dimensions of the electrodes. This dependency

also drives the dimensions (i.e. cross-sectional area) of the microfluidic channel.
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5.2.3 Radio Frequency Sensor

A radio frequency T-resonator is comprised of an open-end transmission stub and

feed lines that together form a T-pattern [161, 120, 162]. This open ended stub

resonates at odd integer multiples of their quarter wavelength frequency [161], and

their response is given by:

L =
nc

4f
√
εeff

(5.2)

Where L is the length of the stub, n is the order of resonance (n = 1, 3, 5, ...), c is

the speed of light, f is the frequency and εeff is the effective permittivity.

Unlike the capacitive sensors that require one probe per monitoring channel, two

or more microwave resonators can share the broadband transmission line to monitor

different channels in parallel with only one measurement probe. Changing the length

of the stub, also changes the resonant frequency of the resonator (See. Eq. 5.2).

Thus two different stub lengths correspond to two different resonant frequencies (i.e.

two detection bands). If the length of the stubs are carefully selected, multiple res-

onators can be read independently using a single transmission without interference

issues. For this reason, our design (shown in Fig. 5.4-B) consists of two T-shape

radio frequency resonators with different lengths (i.e. 8mm and 16mm) that are in-

terconnected through a single feed line. Using this dual band capability, I was able to

successfully monitor two groups of 16 microfluidic droplet generators independently

with a single measurement.

In our prototype shown in Fig. 5.4-B, our double resonator lines are laid down on

top of 400µm-wide and 1000µm-deep microfluidic channels that carry the emulsion

under test. To enable the RF resonator measurements, a ground plate is placed on

the bottom surface of the microfluidic chip. The resonant frequency of the resonators

depends on the dielectric properties of the fluids passing through the microchannels.
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If the dielectric properties of the liquids change over time, the resonant frequency of

the sensors shifts. This shift is can then used to distinguish between emulsions with

different relative permittivities (i.e. different water-in-oil volume fractions).

Since the effective permittivity of the sensor is the result of the combination of

multiple layers and materials (i.e. PMMA, dodecane, water), I used FEM simulation

to get an accurate solution of the frequency response and to determine the appropriate

dimensions of such resonators (Fig. 5.7). More details of the simulation can be found

elsewhere [162].

5.3 Fabrication

The three microfluidic devices were fabricated using the same fabrication method

and therefore, the emulsion generator device and the sensors device can be integrated

into a single microfluidic chip. The reason for fabricate them independently is the

possibility of manipulating the tube that connects the generation device to the sensors

device in order to simulate channel clogging.

The fabrication process begins with the micro-milling of channels into thin sheets

of PMMA using an LPKF Protomat S103 PCB plotter. This tool can either route or

cut through PMMA sheets to generate micro-channels and through-holes. Once the

machining process was completed, the composing layers were stacked together and

aligned mechanically using metallic pins and tight through-holes. These layers were

then put in between two glass slides and compressed at high temperature for bonding.

I used a Instron 5900-Series stress tester fitted with a temperature-controlled chamber,

to heat the stack to 150 ◦C while applying a uniform load of 15N/cm2 for 30 min.

After this time, the temperature was dropped to 50 ◦C while the pressure remained

constant for another 15 min. Finally, the pressure is removed and the microfluidic

chips are left to cool down to room temperature.

After bonding, the corresponding metal layers of the sensor devices were placed
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and patterned on the chips’ surfaces as required by each design, using the following

procedure. First, standard copper tape was laid down on the top and bottom sur-

faces of the devices. Then I used a 1.06µm-fiber laser cutter (Universal laser cutter

PLS6MW) to etch through the copper tape without damaging the PMMA substrate

underneath. After, the undesired copper tape sections were removed, leaving behind

only the patterns of interest. I used low power (i.e. 10 % of this 40W laser cutter at

speeds of 240mms−1) to avoid localized heating zones that could damage the plastic

underneath. Using this technique, the minimum feature size (metal line) that was

achieved is approximately 200µm – an acceptable dimension for several applications

in microfluidics.

The 1.06µm laser wavelength cuts mainly through metals and ceramics, and does

not affect common plastics and glass. As a result, this technique enables the integra-

tion thick metal lines into many fabrications process and substrates in microfluidics.

Inkjet printing and laser sintering of metallic inks [120], is an alternative method to

deposit the desired metal lines and that is also compatible with current manufac-

turing procedures in microfluidics. This technique can potentially reduce the cost in

large scales and produce metal lines at better resolutions[163].

Other methods for depositing metals like sputtering and PVD are more costly and

the resulting layers are observed to retain residual stress that often makes them crack

and delaminate on semi-flexible substrates.

Finally, in order to provide a solid interface to characterize the sensors at a wide

range of frequencies, I soldered standard SMA connectors to both sensor devices as

shown in Fig. 5.4.
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5.4 Experimental Results

5.4.1 Materials and Methods

For characterization and testing of the monitoring systems, emulsions of DI water in

dodecane were prepared using the parallelization device described above (Fig. 5.2-

B). A 2% (w/w) surfactant mixture of 70% Span-20 and 30% Span-80 was added to

the dodecane to improve the stability of the emulsion. The electrical properties of

PMMA and the fluids used to characterized these prototypes, are shown in Table.

5.1. The properties of the PMMA were previously obtained using a material analyzer

(Agilent 4991A) for 1GHz and was found to have a dielectric constant of 2.65 and a

loss tangent of 0.015 [120].

The sensitivity of the sensors was studied with microfluidic emulsions of different

water-in-oil volume fractions, ranging from 11.1 % to 33.3 % water content. The

dodecane solution and the DI water were infused into the parallelization device using

two syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus 703007) at controlled flow rates. The different

percentages of water-in-oil content were produced by keeping the flow rate of dodecane

constant to 80mL/h and varying slightly the water flow rate from 10 to 40mL/h.

Every channel under test (e.g. one for capacitive sensor and two for the RF resonator

sensors) received the emulsions generated by a group of 16 generators (See. Fig.

5.2-B), ensuring the experiments were performed following similar conditions.

Table 5.1: Material properties of the materials used. These values were used to run
the simulations on ANSYS.

Material εr tan δ

PMMA 2.65 0.015
Water 80.4 0.15
Dodecane 2.0 0.15
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5.4.2 Capacitive Sensing

Capacitive measurements were performed using a Keysight LCR meter E4980A for

a frequency range of 50 to 2MHz. The results of six measurments for channels

containing only water, dodecane, air and some of the emulsions tested are shown

in Fig.5.5. Error bars were plotted on the graph, however they cannot be easily

distinguished due to the low variability of the sensor. In this graph, I can see that the

magnitude of the capacitance for a channel full of 100 % water is approximately 11 pF

whereas a channel filled with dodecane or air has capacitance of 2.27 pF and 1.5 pF

respectively. These values determine the dynamic range of the sensor (Cpdodecane ≤

Cpemulsion ≤ Cpwater), since he effective permittivity of the system depends mainly

on the contribution of both water and oil volume fractions in the emulsions.

The change in capacitance at the different water volume fractions is shown in Fig.
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Figure 5.5: Capacitive sensing of emulsions generated in microfluidic parallelization
systems. Capacitance measurements are plotted for channels containing 100 % air,
100 % water, 100 % dodecane and stable emulsions with water-in-oil volume fraction
(ϕ) of 16.7 %, 33.3 % and 44.4 %.
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Figure 5.6: Capacitance measurements of emulsions containing different water-in-oil
volume fractions (ϕ). As expected, the graph shows that the effective permittivity
of the the emulsions does not change linearly with an increase water content. In the
case of our parallelization devices, they are normally operating at 15% ≤ ϕ ≤ 20%

5.6. As expected, due to the non-linear behavior of the εeff in emulsion [164], the

increment in capacitance becomes more significant at larger water volume fractions.

Using this sensor, changes as little as 2.4 % in the water content showed capacitance

increments of 150 fF . These magnitudes can easily be detectable using our LCR

meter or other integrated circuits controlled with LabView [165].

Important characteristics of the dielectric properties for W/O emulsions under flow

have previously been studied [164]. For example, it was observed that processes like

flocculation and coalescence influence the dielectric properties of a W/O emulsion

[164]. When flocs are formed or the emulsions are non-spherical, measuring the

permittivity of the system in one direction differs from that obtained at another

direction. To compensate for this shape dependance, Boyle included a shape factor

(i.e. the axial ratios of the droplets) in his prediction of the εeff of the mix [166].
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Measuring the emulsions at stable flow conditions usually prevents flocculation and

sets a particular shape factor that leads in general to lower permittivity values [164].

Similarly, the dielectric properties of the emulsions also vary depending on the

measurement frequency. On one hand, if the permittivity of emulsions is measured

at static or low frequency conditions, a phenomenon called interfacial polarization

or Maxwell-Wagner relaxation occurs at the interface between the water and oil do-

mains [164]. This polarization happens because the ions in the water-phase cannot

penetrate into the oil domain and thus create a charge separation at the W/O in-

terface that opposes the external electric field. These dipoles increase the effective

permittivity of the system, which yields larger capacitances. On the other hand, if

the measurements are performed at frequencies above a critical frequency value, the

ions in the water-phase cannot reach the interphase before the electric field changes

direction. Therefore, no interfacial polarization occurs and the measured capacitances

are smaller. In general, many factors like volume fraction, flocculation, coalescence,

droplet size dispersity, interfacial polarization, and shape factor can modify the per-

mittivity of the emulsions.

Our capacitance sensor reads the resulting average of many droplets passing

through the channel (i.e. water volume fraction in the emulsion) and cannot pre-

dict whether or not an emulsion is either polydisperse or monodisperse from a single

reading. However, if I observe at different locations over time, I can detect any

changes in the permittivity of the emulsion1 and pinpoint the section or modules

where the change has occurred. Once the problem module has been identified, it can

be deactivated or replaced minimizing the impact on the overall system.

It is also important to notice that electrical fields interacting with droplets in an

emulsion can alter their stability, modify their interfacial tension, and lead to droplet

coalescence [167, 168, 169]. For example, electro-coalescence in microfluidics has been

1Changes due to factors like volume fraction, flocculation, coalescence, droplet size dispersity,
interfacial polarization, and shape factor
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achieved using low frequency AC and short DC pulses that create abrupt surface ten-

sion instabilities leading to droplet coalescence[167, 168]. In these demonstrations,

voltages as low as 1V -DC for a pulse period of 100ms were used to drive droplet

coalescence[168]. Similarly, on electro-wetting on a dielectric (EWOD) systems, low

frequencies (≤ 20Hz) and high voltages (i.e. V = 50V ) were also used for active

mixing of reagents in droplets [169]. Since our measurements were done using frequen-

cies sweeps from 20Hz to 2MHz and low voltages (i.e. 1V ), no abrupt interfacial

changes were created and no droplet coalescence was observed.
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Figure 5.7: Dual-band microfluidic RF sensing of emulsions. The graph shows the
magnitude of the “s21-parameters” as a function of frequency for channels containing
100 % air, 100 % water, 100 % dodecane and their corresponding FEM simulations
(Performed on ANSYS electromagnetic suite).

5.4.3 RF Sensing

The RF sensors were characterized following the same procedure as the capacitive

sensor for comparison purposes. Since the RF sensors were parallelized and designed

to monitor two channels, I also used two representative sections of parallel droplet

generation for testing (See Fig. 5.2-B).

A PNA network analyzer E8363C was used to quantify the magnitude of the

power transmitted from port 1 to port 2 (S21-parameter) for frequencies between

1 to 7Ghz. The measured and simulated S21-parameters for channels filled with

dodecane, water and air are plotted in Fig. 5.7. Here, the frequency response of each

resonator, in this double T design, can be associated with one of the two frequency

notches observed. In accordance to Eq. 5.2, the curve describing response for channels

filled with water is shifted > 1GHz to the left of the response for channels filled
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Figure 5.8: Frequency shifts measured at -10dB at the different water-in-oil volume
fractions (ϕ). Although both resonators apparently show different sensitivities, they
behave similarly when normalized to their resonant frequency.

with dodecane. This difference in the frequency responses gives the dynamic range

for our RF resonator sensors. Also, the experimental results followed closely our

FEM simulations, and small discrepancies are probably due to either fabrication

tolerances or slight variations in the dielectric properties of the materials (e.g. relative

permittivity and loss tangent).

The frequency shift measured at different water-in-oil volume fractions is plotted

in Fig. 5.8. These RF measurements followed the same trend as the capacitive sen-

sor, in which the effective permittivity of the emulsion changes quadratically with the

water volume fraction. Although in this graph the two resonators apparently show

different sensitivities, they both behave relative to their resonant frequency at which

they were designed. When normalized against the frequency response of a channel

filled with water, they both show similar sensitivities as shown in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the normalized sensitivity between the capacitive and RF
resonator sensors. The sensors were normalized to the response of 100 % water. Both
of these sensing approaches produced comparable sensitivities with ≈ 10 % perceptual
dynamic ranges for emulsions with water volume fraction (ϕ) between 11.1 % and
33.3 %.

Finally, in order to prove frequency independence between both T resonator fre-

quency bands, clogging in parallelization systems was emulated by suddenly closing

one of the microfluidic channels while leaving the other unaltered as shown in Fig.

5.10. First, two emulsion streams with 16.7 % water volume fraction were generated at

80mL/h of dodecane and 16mL/h of water using two parallelization devices. These

streams were then sent to the microfluidics channels in the RF resonators device and

their fundamental response (“s21-parameters”) was recorded.

During operation, I closed one of the tubings feeding the microfluidic channels to

make them fail individually. When the channel with the short resonator was closed,

only the higher band showed a frequency shift while the other remained at normal

operation readings. Similarly, when the channel with the longer resonator was closed,

the frequency shift was observed only at the lower band.
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Figure 5.10: Dual-band RF monitoring of emulsions (freq.axis in log scale). The line
with squared symbols shows the frequency response of both monitoring bands as
an emulsion flows through the sensor. This emulsion was obtained at flow rates of
80mLh−1 of dodecane and 16mLh−1 of water. I then alternatively closed one of
the tubings feeding the microfluidic channels to make them fail. When the channel
with the short resonator was closed only the higher band showed a frequency shift.
Similarly, when the channel with the long resonators was closed only the lower band
shifted. This behavior demonstrates their independence.

This experiment demonstrates that even though the resonators work together, their

operation is independent from each other.

5.5 Comparison and Discussion of both Monitoring Sensors

Both the capacitive and the RF resonators sensors, show clear readings that can be

used to monitor stable emulsion generation, if different locations are measured over

time and their read outs are compared. The readings of both types of sensors were

found to be non-linear, yielding greater changes at higher water volume fractions. This

trend is due to the fact that the effective relative permittivity (εeff ) of the emulsion

does not change linearly with the water content [164]. The responses for both sensor
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devices (curves in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.8) were fitted to quadratic functions showing

their close dependance on the permittivity of the emulsions. When the responses of

both capacitive and RF resonator sensors were normalized, I observed very similar

sensitivities between their responses (See Fig. 5.9).

In terms of readability, the capacitive sensors are simpler to read using either

LCR meters or integrated circuits [165, 170]. In the case of the RF resonator sensors,

commercially available multi-frequency analyzers, based on conventional transmission

line measurements can be used, however their cost is usually higher than capacitive

measurement systems. If only a differential measurement is required, like in this

application, the resonators can be incorporated to oscillator circuits in order to obtain

the frequency shifts, enabling a cost effective monitoring solution [171].

Unlike the capacitive sensors in which one set of probes is needed per monitoring

channel, the RF resonator sensors were successfully parallelized in a double T config-

uration – where two channels at the same time using a single probe. Although both

resonators worked independently and I demonstrated a successful multi-frequency sys-

tem, the lossy nature of the dielectric properties of oil and water limits the number

of channels that can be parallelized in a single device, before undesirable interference

is observed. If more channels were added, the harmonic frequencies of one resonator

may interfere with the fundamental frequency of the others. However, when a nar-

rower detection region of the emulsion’s permittivity is of interest, a smaller dynamic

range is required for each sensor and many more resonators could be parallelized

with careful design. In such case, monitoring of several locations in a single module

is possible using a single measurement.

In general, microfluidic channels with large cross-sectional areas are preferred for

this application because they can handle the large flows from parallelization systems

and avoid coupling problems that can affect the generation stage. However, it is

not desirable to make them too large because the system loses the advantages of
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miniaturization, which could be needed for further processing steps down stream.

In this regard, the RF sensor is less dependent on the channel geometry than the

capacitive sensor. According to Eq. 5.2, the main frequency notch of the T-resonator

depends mainly on the length of the stub and not as much in the other dimensions.

Modifying the dimensions of the microfluidic channels will only modify the effective

permittivity (εeff ), which in turn will shift the resonant frequency. However, this shift

can be accounted for and still produce a readable signal. On the contrary, the read out

of the capacitive sensor depends heavily on the dimensions of the microfluidic channel

(Eq. 5.1, separation distance and the overlapping area). Therefore, modifying the

dimensions of the channel will not only modify the effective permittivity constant

but also the overall magnitude of the capacitance. This characteristic makes the

capacitive sensor less design-flexible than the RF resonators. Also, the wide and

shallow nature of the micro-channels needed for the capacitive sensors, makes them

more difficult to fabricate in flexible substrates, in which this type of channels tend

to collapse.

5.6 Conclusions of Chapter 5

In this chapter, I present and study both capacitive and RF resonator sensors as two

candidates, which can continuously monitor microfluidic droplet production in paral-

lelization systems. I have compared both sensors in terms of sensitivity, parallelization

potential, cost and readability, and design flexibility.

Permittivity-based sensors represent a more viable solution than optical-based

sensors towards the monitoring of the production of large scale droplet generation.

Specially, because these sensors can be integrated at a low cost and can also be

parallelized to monitor several locations in parallelized droplet microfluidic devices.

To characterize these sensors, water-in-oil microfluidic emulsions were generated

using a scaled-up microfluidic chip comprised of 16 parallelized microfluidic droplet
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generators. Capacitance differences of ≈ 1 pF were obtained between emulsions con-

taining 11.1% and 33.3% water-in-oil volume fraction. Similarly, the RF resonators

showed frequency shifts between 120 and 390MHz for the same variation of the water

content. When normalized, both the capacitive and the RF resonator sensors show

similar sensitivites

During droplet production, these sensors can be used to quickly detect any changes

in the permittivity of the emulsions, which combine the effects of volume fraction,

dispersity, interfacial polarization, and shape factor in order to assist control engineers

to take quick decisions such as closing or replacing a parallelization module in order

to avoid sources of waste.

I also discussed a rapid fabrication process that allows the integration of thick

metal lines on polymer substrates with great accuracy using a 1.06µm laser cutter.

Inkjet printing and laser sintering of metallic inks, is another fabrication method that

can enable enhanced reproducibility and improved precision to manufacture these

sensors in large scale.

To date, scale out or parallelization of microfluidic droplet generators has received

considerable attention by the community, however other challenges related to this

scale-up goal, such as monitoring systems for quality control and post-generation

processing methods require more attention. The microfluidic sensors presented here,

serve as a proof of concept and they are the first step towards implementation of a

monitoring system for scaled-up microfluidic droplet generation.
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Chapter 6

General Conclusions

6.1 Thesis Summary

Two-phase Micro-Reaction Technologies (µ-RTs) have brought new and exciting method-

ologies to the way we use and understand chemical and biological reactions. Thanks

to the advantages of miniaturization and the integration of electrical components on

small footprint chips (a.k.a Lab on a Chip), significant progress is being carried out

in research facilities around the globe.

Applications that have seen innovative developments from the utilization of a

droplet-based µRTs include the production of nanoparticles, quantum dots for solar

panels, catalytic materials for complex reactions, crystallization of active pharma-

ceutical ingredients for advanced drug formulations, and scaffolds for tissue growth

and printing among others. Despite the high potential of these microreactors, prob-

lems related to their scalability remain far from solved. The only way to obtain an

economically viable production volume and maintain the same reaction properties

and advantages during the manufacturing of advanced materials is by parallelizing or

scaling-out several hundreds of droplet making units into an integrated device. Any

other scale-up methodology would require to change the size of the microreactors and

therefore, it would also change the reaction kinetics. Although scale-out strategies

seem to be feasible, the complexity of the multiphase flow makes this process a seri-

ous engineering challenge. Scalability problems such as microfabrication processes on

different substrates have to be developed to be able to reproduce reliably these MD-
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FGs within the required application tolerances. Also, the flow distribution across this

network of generators has to be uniform, and pressure gradients are to be avoided. If

the distance from the liquid supply to every MDFGs varies from one generator to the

next, the input pressure at each generator is also different among the generators. This

pressure gradient can then lead to variations in the flow rates and consequently affect

the droplet formation and the dispersity of the emulsion. Similarly, the oscillatory

pressure patterns that the MDFGs experience each time a droplet is pinched off has

to be controlled and minimized.

This dissertation is focused on addressing these scalability problems by proposing

a parallelization system that exploits a three-dimensional arrangement of the droplet

makers. My efforts to achieve this system began by studying droplet formation in

different MFDG types and identifying the key relationships controlling droplet for-

mation (See Chapter 3). From these studies, I was able to choose a flow-focusing

device because of its scalable fabrication method and its wide range of operating con-

ditions. The preferred generator is formed by a cross-junction that is in a different

channel depth (i.e. shallower) than the rest of the channels in the generator. Then,

based on the cross-sectional shape of the junction channels, three variations of the

same device were proposed and studied to modify the droplet-size dynamic range of

the flow-focusing generator. A shallow and wide terrace-like geometry was demon-

strated to have the smallest droplet-size dynamic range, which is approximately 1/2

of the other configurations. By producing droplets of similar diameter for a broad

spectrum of both Ca and We numbers in the dripping regime the droplet generation

becomes robust and less variable. Because of this characteristic, this flow-focusing

device demonstrated to be the best choice for parallelization.

A fabrication process for building complex 3D microfluidic structures with low

variability was then developed (See Chapter 3). First, a micromilling technique is

used to create through-holes and engrave microchannels at different depths into flat
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sheets of casted PMMA. Then, these layers are meticulously cleaned, aligned and

stacked together. A bonding step based on thermo-compression then follows to fuse

these layers and to enable the integration of hundreds of microchannels in a single

monolithic device.

The development of this multilayer fabrication process and the selection of a

proper MFDG for parallelization was consolidated in a parallelization device which

was made out of several layers of PMMA (See Chapter 4). Some of these layers were

in charge of the generation of droplets, whereas others were responsible for the distri-

bution of reagents and products throughout the device (See Fig 4.1). The distribution

layers were created following fractal branching, which resembles the human blood cir-

culatory system. This configuration allowed us to limit the pressure variation and

improve the loading reliability of the system. The generated droplets were character-

ized optically to evaluate their size distribution (i.e. polydispersity). Emulsions with

coefficients of variation as low as 6% and production rates as high as 1Lh−1 were

achieved in devices with simultaneous operation of 128, 256 and 512 MFDGs. The

effect of stacking several layers of generators was studied with devices containing one,

two and four layers of generators. Stacking did not show a direct correlation with

the size distribution of the droplets (See Fig. 4.8 in Chapter 4). In fact, results show

that fabrication accuracy has a greater impact on the polydispersity of the emulsion

than the addition of extra layers to the stack. This characteristic can be designed

to be robust if similar design rules for ladder-like distribution networks are applied

vertically to interconnect the stack of layers.

Active pharmaceutical ingredients in the form of spherical agglomerates of 70µm

in diameter were crystallized using this technology (See Chapter 4). This case of study

demonstrates the applicability of this particular scaled-out system. The coupling of

microfluidic emulsion generation to rapid, thin film-based evaporative crystallization

is a promising route to the precision fabrication of engineered pharmaceutical formu-
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lations. My work greatly facilitates the translation of such methods to industrially

relevant scales of production, by providing controlled microfluidic emulsification.

Channel clogging and reliability concerns for larger manufacturing plants were

also addressed in this thesis in Chapter 5. A monitoring system which relies on

impedance measurements was proposed for the parallelization device. By measuring

the permittivities of the emulsions at different channel locations within the device and

comparing them, one can estimate the uniformity of the emulsions and pinpoint the

faulty sections. The same strategy could be followed to monitor different modules

within a production plant. The identification of defective sections or modules can

lead to the development of control plans to avoid contamination of the final products

with polydisperse droplets that do not have the same reaction conditions as the rest

of the product and thus, reducing undesirable waste.

RF resonator and capacitive sensors were used to design the monitoring system

mentioned above. They were designed to be manufactured together with the gener-

ators in the same chip to keep the small footprint of the device. These sensors can

accurately measure water-in-oil volume factions and detect changes as little as 2.4 %.

Therefore, comparative measurements can be made in real-time to identify when a

change in the quality (i.e. size distribution) of the emulsion occurs. Although both

sensors show similar sensitivities, RF resonators can be designed to resonate at dif-

ferent frequencies in the broadband transmission band and therefore, several of these

resonators can be parallelized and read with a single set of probes.

Finally, a general discussion is presented to help the reader imagine all the require-

ments and challenges that are needed to see droplet microfluidic technology come to

industrial production levels. It is important to realize that there are still plenty of

room for improvement and many obstacles on the road. However thanks to this work,

I am sure that one day this microfluidic manufacturing scenario will be possible and

that everyone will get benefit from this advanced reaction techniques.
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6.2 Future Research Work

Future work will include the integration of the scaled-out droplet microfluidic device

presented in Chapter 4 with the geometrically-set microfluidic droplet generator dis-

cussed in the Appendix B. By combining this two technologies, it may be possible to

parallelize the number of channels beyond five thousand in a single monolithic system

while maintaining monodispersity. Parallelization at that scale has never been ob-

tained before in a microfluidic device for microreaction technologies and would allow

production rates over 10L/h−1 of aqueous phase material from a single microflu-

idic module, which could be parallelized off of a manifold system for even greater

production rates.

These new geometrically-set MDFGs not only can enable an increased production

and monodispersity in parallelized microfluidic droplet generation but also may al-

low the parallelization of two-step reactions into the same microfluidic device. This

characteristic is only possible in these devices because one can control the spacing

between droplets effectively by modifying the oil-in-water flow rate ratio. Enough

spacing between droplet to droplet allows for sending two or more droplets of differ-

ent content to a junction where they can meet and combine before the next pair of

droplets arrive.

The desired integration of both technologies can only be achieved through the de-

velopment of a new manufacturing process capable of reliably reproduce high-aspect

ratio features in the range of 5:1 and with a minimum resolution of around 30µm. A

good candidate for achieving these fabrication requirements would be a hot-embossing

process in which a master mold can be patterned using cleanroom lithography. Ad-

ditionally, this manufacturing process can also enable the high reproducibility and

resolution of microfluidic channels into a large group of thermoplastic materials. An

increased selection of materials also implies that a greater number of chemistries

will be compatible, and more applications can arise for this parallelized microfluidic
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droplet generation technology. For example, polypropylene is a thermoplastic mate-

rial that can be used as a substrate for handling a wide variety of solvent materials,

bases, and acids. Additionally, its low energy surface can prevent fouling and clogging

problems due to byproducts of the reactions.

Other materials like Off-stoichiometry Thiol-Enes (OSTE) or Polyethylene glycol

diacrylate (PEGDA) can be patterned using a soft-lithography-like process [172, 173]

may also be explored for parallelization. The surface of these materials can be ef-

fortlessly treated to modify the wetting properties, to add functional molecules, or

because of their biocompatibility [174, 175].

6.3 Summary of Original Work

The main contributions of this thesis directly produced two journal publications in

Lab on a Chip - a premier journal in the field by the Royal Society of Chemistry

(RSC). One of them was highlighted in the front-inside cover of its issue. Also,

these contributions were showcased in seven conference proceedings at international

conferences such as IEEE-NEMS, IEEE-IMS, and COMSOL. A list of publications

that were derived from this thesis is shown in Appendix C.

To summarize the original work, first a study of flow-focusing MDFGs was pre-

sented in the thesis. A wide and shallow cross-junction device (i.e. a terrace-like

generator) was then selected as a satisfactory candidate for parallelization because

of its small droplet-size sensitivity to the flow conditions. The droplet-size dynamic

range in this generator was measured to be approximately 1/2 of the dynamic range

of other cross-junction geometries with the same hydraulic diameter. Then a repro-

ducible, accurate, and accessible microfabrication process was developed to manu-

facture thousands of channels in 3D space and to create a single microfluidic device

using a high-precision CNC milling machine. This fabrication process proved to be

not only convenient to develop rapid prototypes of microfluidic devices, but also it
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enables accurate alignment of multiple layers of interconnected microfluidic channels.

Additionally, a wide range of substrate materials can be micromilled using the same

fabrication process, which increases the flexibility of the method.

Then a scaled-out microfluidic system was designed using the selected generator

candidate. This device showed for the fist time the parallelization of hundreds of

droplet generators in arrays that expand in both direcctions in-the-plane and out-

of-plane. The design of this device also involved the experimental study of several

liquid distribution networks and the development of a new configuration (i.e. petal

configuration).

By providing a controlled emulsification technique at scales of above 1Lh−1, the

proposed scaled-out system also addresses the idea of the sustainability of these micro-

reaction technologies by accelerating the integration of state of the art developments

for the current and future markets.

Still, there is plenty of research that has to be done before we see state of the

art microfluidic chemical synthesis into the industrial mainstream. But this thesis

has demonstrated the feasibility of overcoming this critical engineering challenge by

achieving the highest production of droplets at the time of journal publication (i.e.

1Lh−1) for a single device with a low coefficient of variation (Cv = 6 %).

Also the thesis discusses the need for monitoring sensors to assure the quality

control in the droplet production. Capacitive and RF resonator sensors were designed

and proved to be able to successfully monitor the droplet production in real-time

and detect changes in the emulsion’s water-in-oil volume fractions as small as 2.4 %.

The sensors were manufactured using the same fabrication process and can be easily

integrated in the same scaled-out system, increasing the reliability of the production.

Finally, the integration of both parallelized droplet generation and monitoring

systems for quality assurance are key strategic areas that may incentivize big phar-

maceutical, and other fine-chemical companies to adopt the use of droplet microflu-
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idic technologies. The production of finalized products by these methodologies will

not only bring benefits to their business but also to the consumers who will enjoy

of advanced materials with improved characteristics and efficiency. The future of

droplet-based µRTs in the manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, the development of

long-lasting batteries for our electronics, and the production of quantum dots for

solar panels among others, is exciting with a tremendous potential to change many

aspects of our lives.
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Appendix A

Droplet Microfluidics Applications, Concepts, and

Properties

A.1 Concepts of Droplet Microfluidics

In this first appendix A, relevant information about the physic involved in the thesis is

summarized in the form of tables. This information includes intrinsic characteristics

associated with microfluidics and the physics behind the microscale, quantities of

important properties of fluids and materials that were used in the thesis, as well as,

critical parameters that are pertinent to describe the fabrication processes.

Figure A.1 shows a general overview of the different areas and applications, in

which microfluidics has had outstanding contributions to the advancement of science.

Applications in areas such as drug delivery [176], point-of-care [177, 178] diagnostics,

pharmaceutical synthesis [146], and microraction technologies [10] among others, have

seen the benefits in the development microfluidic devices. The core of this thesis falls

in the intersection between the categories of research & production applications and

the chemical and biological synthesis. In particular, our study deals only with two-

phase microreaction chemistry that occurs in droplets that act as microreactors.

Table A.1 provides information about the effect of scaling laws in different physics.

The volumetric phenomena become less relevant than surface phenomena in the mi-

croscale because it scales cubically with length. For these reasons, heat transfer is

more pronounced than heat storage in microfluidics.

The dimensionless numbers that are commonly used in fluid mechanic analyses
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are presented in Table A.2. These dimensionless quantities are especially useful to

describe the behavior of microfluidic systems because they allow a characterization

which does not depend on the properties of the fluids used but on the ratio of the

forces involved. Therefore, one can effortlessly change from one set of fluids to another

and access to the same behavior in a device. Additionally, I have included the scaling

laws of such numbers in this table to help the reader compare these quantities and

understand their significance at the microscale. For droplet microfluidic systems,

the Ca and the We numbers are the most commonly used to characterize droplet

formation because they relate both the viscous forces of the CP and the inertial

forces of the DP to the interfacial tension.
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Device

Clinical	&	
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Micro	
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Figure A.1: Applications for microfluidics. Overview of microfluidics and their appli-
cability in different areas. This table shows microfluidics as a promising technology
that can enable sustainable practices for biological analysis and material synthesis.
This work however, is mainly interested in the material synthesis through micro-
reaction technologies, which is highlighted by the red circle
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Table A.1: Important scaling laws in microfluidics

Magnitude Scaling Law

Intermolecular Van der Waals Force l−7

Density of Van der Waals Force between Interfaces l−3

Time l0

Capillary Force l1

Distance l1

Flow Velocity l1

Thermal Power Transferred by Conduction l1

Electrostatic Force l2

Diffusion Time l2

Volume l3

Mass l3

Gravitational Force l3

Magnetic Force under Exterior Field l3

Magnetic Force without Exterior Field l4

Driving Electric Power l3

Centrifuge Force l4
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Table A.2: Dimensionless numbers in microfluidics. Where ρ is the density, g is
the gravitational force, L is the characteristic length, µ is the viscosity and σ is the
surface/interfacial tension. (Adapted from Tabeling, 2005)

Non-dimensional
Number

Physics Involved Equation Scaling
Law

Reynolds (Re) Momentum / Viscous ρ V L/µ l1

Capillary (Ca) Viscous / Surface Tension V µ/σ l0

Peclet (Pe) Advection / Diffusion V L/D l1

Weber (We) Inertia / Surface Tension ρ V 2L/σ l1

Bond (Bo) Gravity / Surface Tension (ρ− ρf )gL2/σ l2

Ohnesorge (Oh) Viscous force / Inertial and
Interfacial Forces

µ/(ρ d σ)1/2 l0

Froude (Fr) Inertia / Gravity V/
√
gL l−0.5

Rossby (Ro) Inertia / Coriolis V/ΩL l−1

Ekman (Ek) Viscous / Coriolis ν/ΩL2 l−2

Prandtl (Pr) Kinematic Viscosity /
Thermal Diffusivity

ν/α l0
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A.2 Interfacial Tension, Hydrophilic Lipophilic Balance

As described in Chapter 2, droplet formation in microfluidics is a balance between

the viscous forces and the inertial forces to interfacial tension. However, the interfa-

cial tension is not only critical during droplet formation but also it is an important

property that determines the stability of an emulsion. Fortunately, one can modify

the value of the interfacial tension between immiscible liquids by adding surfactants

or molecules that “like” both the water and the oil phases.

A system used to measure the effect of surfactant concentration in a water-oil mix

is known as the Hydrophilic-Lipophilic balance (HLB). This number is calculated from

the hydrophilic and lipophilic regions of the surfactant molecules and it is determine

by the following equation:

HLB = 20×Mh/M (A.1)

Where Mh is the molecular mass of the water-liking region and M is the molecular

mass of the entire molecule. By using this equation, an scale from 0 to 20 is created.

In this scale, low values (e.g. 0 ≤ HLB ≤ 6) correspond to oil soluble surfactants

while larger values (e.g. 9 ≤ HLB ≤ 20) correspond to water soluble surfactants.

Usually for W/O microfluidic emulsification, the HLB balance has to be low between

Table A.3: Hydrophilic Lipophilic Balance (HLB) system for surfactant selection.
This table shows the ranges of the HLB system that should be used as a guide in
order to select the right surfactant combination for the application.

HLB Range Use

4-6 W/O emulsifiers
7-9 Wetting agents
8-18 O/W emulsifiers
13-15 Detergents
10-18 Solubilizers
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4 and 6, whereas for O/W emulsification the value has to be around 8 to 18. Table

A.3 shows the different HLB ranges that correspond to different applications.

A.3 Properties of Fluids Used in this Thesis

In this section, we provide to the reader the values of all measured properties for the

fluids used in the thesis. These properties include interfacial tensions of the different

fluids with DI water (see Table A.4), and their densities and dynamic viscosities (see

Table A.5).

Table A.4: Interfacial tension measurements for the different oils and DI water. The
measurements were carried out using the plate method with a Kruss, Force Tensiome-
ter - K100 instrument.

Oil Interfacial Tension Std. Dev.

Mineral Oil Light
with 2% (w/w) Span 80

3.081mN/m 0.137mN/m

Decane (≥ 99%) with 2% (w/w) Surfactants
Span 20 – 70 % & Span 80 – 30 %

1.693mN/m 0.069mN/m

Dodecane (≥ 99%) 1.67mN/m 0.071mN/m
Dodecane (≥ 99%) with 2% (w/w) Surfactants
Span 20 – 70 % & Span 80 – 30 %

1.356mN/m 0.091mN/m

Table A.5: Density and dynamic viscosity of the fluids used in this thesis

Material Density Dynamic Viscosity

Mineral Oil Light 838Kg/m3 0.01189Pa · s
Mineral Oil 835Kg/m3 0.01732Pa · s
Mineral Oil Heavy 845Kg/m3 0.05374Pa · s
Decane (≥ 99 %) 1411Kg/m3 0.00164Pa · s
Dodecane (≥ 99 %) 1420Kg/m3 0.00134Pa · s
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This observation triggered the study of the effect of different channel geometries

on the behavior of a flow-focusing MFDG, which is presented in Chapter 3. The

highest hydraulic resistant for a microfluidic generator is obtained with a triangular

shaped microfluidic channel. Due to limitations on the sharpness of the milling bit,

the droplet generation under study (i.e. V.Groove) resulted into a trapezoidal shape

rather than a triangular cross-sectional area.

A.4 Parameters of the Multilayer PMMA Fabrication Pro-

cess

Finally, Table A.6 provides a summary of the cutting parameters that were used in

this thesis for the direct milling of the microchannels using the LPKF milling tools

available. This set of parameters is important to obtain clean channels and avoid

undesirable residues from the machining process, which can clog the microfluidic

devices.

Table A.6: Parameters for PMMA micro-milling. The following table summarizes
the parameters chosen for each of the tools that were used to in the micro-milling
process. These parameters were adjusted to avoid undesirable residues of the PMMA
substrate.

Name - diameter
Feed Speed
(mm/s)

Rotation Speed
(rpm)

Z Penetration
Step (mm)

Z Penetration
Speed (mm/s)

End Mill (RF) - 0.15mm 10 50000 0.1 5
End Mill (RF) - 0.25mm 10 70000 0.1 5
End Mill (RF) - 0.40mm 30 53000 0.2 5
End Mill - 0.80mm 15 20000 0.4 10
End Mill - 1.00mm 20 30000 0.4 10
End Mill - 2mm 20 20000 0.4 10
Spiral drill - 0.5mm – 64000 0.05 5
Spiral drill - 1mm – 32000 0.2 5
Spiral drill - 2mm – 25000 0.5 10
Micro Cutter 0.10mm 15 75000 0.035 –
Universal Cutter 0.20mm 20 60000 0.05 –
Spade 60◦ 2 50000 0.05 5
Spade 45◦ 2 60000 0.05 5
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Appendix B

Constant Volume Droplet Generation

B.1 Introduction to Constant Volume Droplet Generation

Although the parallelization system presented in Chapter 4 has a narrow size dis-

tribution, it was observed that the droplet size and coefficient of variation, in this

device, depends on the volumetric flow conditions of both liquid phases (see Fig.

4.7). This characteristic of the parallel system is related to the behavior of a common

flow-focusing MDFGs. In these devices, droplet formation and break-up is the result

of the balance between the viscous forces and the interfacial tension; two properties

that change proportionally to the flowing rates (i.e. flow velocity), and surfactant

concentration (i.e. interfacial tension).

In a single MFDG, the droplet-size dependency on the flow conditions can be

used to tune the droplet size at will to meet particular application requierements [84].

However, this characteristic also makes their parallelization and consequent scale-out

a challenging process [13, 41]. For this reason, geometrically-set droplet generators

were proposed to diminish the influence of the flow conditions on droplet size [75, 179].

In these devices, designing the dimensions of a cavity or confinement space can set

droplet size. Since these generators are less sensitive to flow fluctuations that occur

in parallel devices, they are more appropriate for parallelization systems [179].

This chapter first provides a brief introduction to the two types of geometrically-set

MDFGs the block and break mechanism, and the gradient confinement mechanism.

CFD simulation of both mechanisms provided an understanding of their operating
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principles and by combining certain characteristics of both a new geometrically-set

MFDG was proposed. This new MFDG can also directly replace the MFDG in the

parallelization chip proposed in Chapter 4.

The CFD method used in these studies, is the same that was previously described

in Chapter 3. Therefore, the phase-field equations and liquid properties described

earlier were also used in these studies (See tables A.4 and A.5).

(a) Block and Break Mechanism (b) Gradients of Confinement Mechanism

Figure B.1: Types of geometrically-set MDFGs. A) In this block and break mech-
anism the droplet size relies on the size of the cavity formed by between the DP
injection point and the set of bypass channels 3. B) The disperse phase is guided to
a region of confinement, that is formed by two inclined planes which form an angle
“α” between them 4.

Block and Break Mechanism

A geometrically-set microfluidic droplet generator is a device that produces droplets

of constant volume that are set by the dimensions of a cavity (see. Fig. B.1-A).

These devices were first introduced by Van Steijn et. al [179], who named this type of

generators as block and break MDFGs. His device was based on a classic T-junction,

3Reprinted from V. van Steijn, P. M. Korczyk, L. Derzsi, A. R. Abate, D. A. Weitz, and P.

Garstecki, Block-and-break generation of microdroplets with fixed volume, Biomicrofluidics, vol. 7,

no. 2, p. 024108 0-8, 2013, with the permission of AIP Publishing.
4Reprinted from R. Dangla, S. C. Kayi, and C. N. Baroud, Droplet microfluidics driven by

gradients of confinement, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 110, no. 3, pp.

853-858, Jan. 2013.
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that was modified to include one or more lower resistance paths (i.e. bypass channels)

to the channel transporting the CP. The operation of these devices is better described

below in Fig. B.3, in which the droplet break-up sequence is depicted.

Gradients of Confinement Mechanism

The second type makes use of a three dimensional expansion to create a gradient of

confinement that promotes droplet formation [75] as it is shown in Fig. B.1-B. In this

case, the inclined surface at the output of a micro-channel allows the DP to grow, at

a controlled rate, within a static carrying fluid. When the size of the droplet reaches

a critical value, the surface forces acting on the fluid try to minimize the energy by

breaking up into droplets.

An important parameter to consider in this geometry is the angle of aperture

(wall inclination) because is directly correlated with the confinement region control-

ling the droplet formation [75]. This inclination is hard to fabricate using standard

microfabrication techniques, which are mainly planar processes. Another important

observation to make is that droplet growth happens inside a container with static

carrier fluid and therefore, after droplet formation it is difficult to integrate other mi-

crofluidic post-processing steps that require droplets to remain inside a microfluidic

channel (e.g. a confined and controlled space)

B.2 Simulation of Geometrically-set MDFGs for the Produc-

tion of Volume-fixed Droplets

Here, a CFD simulation is presented and validated with experimental results for two

different geometrically-set MDFGs [180]. The laminar two-phase phase-field module

from COMSOL Multiphysics® was used to model this multiphase flow. The simula-

tions allowed us to evaluate several variations of the device proposed by Van Steijn

et. al [179], and to expand the understanding of these MDFGs.
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Through this study, a new geometrically-set generator that has a symmetrical

configuration was proposed. Because of the symmetry, the probability of unwanted

channel wetting that can lead to device failure can be reduced and also the symmet-

rical gradient of confinement at the junction can improve the device reliability and

robustness.

The schematics showing the design of both generators is show in Fig. B.2. A set

of bypass channels is used to create the droplet block and break mechanism. The

droplet’s target size in these devices is determined by the size of the cavity that is

formed between the fluid junction and the last bypass channel.

Target
Droplet Size

Droplet 
Break-up

Block and break 
system

Oil
Inlet 

Water
Inlet 

Outlet

(a) Schematics of a T-shape block and break
MFDG

Block and break 
system

Angle causing a 
gradient of confinement

Target
Droplet SizeDroplet 

Break-up

(b) Schematics of a symmetrical block and break
MFDG

Figure B.2: Simulated devices with block and break mechanism. Both devices define
the size of the droplets by choosing the dimensions of the cavities (See Insets). They
both contain a set of bypass microchannels that allow the gradual growth of the DP
in the cavity by reducing the shearing forces exerted by the CP.

B.2.1 T-shaped Geometrically-set MFDG

The simulation of a T-junction MFDG with the block and break mechanism is shown

in Fig. B.3. The bypass channels form a cavity of designed dimensions, in which the

DP can grow gradually into a droplet of constant size. The influence of the shearing

forces by the CP is reduced since the bypass channels allow free pass of the carrier
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Figure B.3: Droplet break-up sequence of a geometrically-set MFDG. The disperse phase
(blue) grows gradually inside the cavity (a-b) until both bypasses are closed (c) and the
built up pressure of the continuous phase (red) induces droplet formation (d).

fluid through the junction during droplet growth. Then, when all bypass channels are

temporarily blocked by the growing droplet, the CP cannot flow through the junction

and the built-up pressure breaks up the droplet at its base. For this reason, this device

was referred to as a block-and-break generator and the droplet size mainly depends

on the size of the cavity that need to be filled prior to droplet break-up [179].

The droplet formation was studied at different total flow rates and flow rate ratios

in order to evaluate the robustness of the geometrically-set generator. Our simulation

matches the behavior of devices fabricated using soft-lithography (Fig. B.4). The de-

vices showed to be independent of the flowing rates within a wide range of values, but

the most important outcome of this experiment is the validation of our simulations.

B.2.2 Symmetrical Geometrically-set MFDG

A new constant-volume droplet generator based on a flow-focusing droplet generator,

which was modified to include a block and break mechanism, is proposed. This new

configuration has distinctive advantages over the classic T-junction geometrically-set

MFDG because the disperse phase is in lesser contact with the channels walls and

therefore has a lower probability of encountering wetting problems.

The laminar two-phase flow module from COMSOL Multiphysics® was used to

model this multiphase flow (i.e. same module and technique used in Chapter 3). These
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Figure B.4: Validation of the geometrically-set device simulation. This figure shows that
even at different flow conditions the volume of the produced droplet remains constant,
depending only on the size and geometry of the generator

simulations were run for different geometries, and the critical dimensions affecting the

constant-droplet formation were identified.

Our results show a successful integration of a flow-focusing droplet generator with

a geometrically set constant-volume generator. This combination will allow us to take

the advantages of both types of devices into one. Fig. B.5 shows the droplet break-

up sequence for this symmetrical geometrically-set MFDG, this droplet sequence is

very similar to the one reported for the T-shaped geometrically-set MFDG. First,

both liquid phases meet a the cross-junction, then the disperse phase starts growing

gradually inside the cavity thanks to the reduced influence of the CP shearing forces

provided by the bypasses. Finally when the cavity is filled completely the build up

pressure in the generator promotes droplet break-up.

B.2.3 T-shaped vs. Symmetrical Geometrically-set MDFGs

The behaviors of both geometrically-set droplet generators were studied for different

total flow rates and O/W ratios are shown in Fig. B.6. This study was designed to
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Figure B.5: Droplet break-up sequence for the symmetrical geometrically-set MFDG.
The disperse phase (blue) grows gradually inside the cavity (a-b) until both bypasses
are closed (c) and the built up pressure of the continuous phase (red) induces droplet
formation (d).

find the robustness of both systems at very different flow conditions. The flow rates

were varied from 1 to 80µL/min, while the O/W flow rate ratios were set as 1:1, 2:1,

3:1, 4:1 and 5:1.

The length of the droplet (Ldrop) was normalized to its expected or targeted length

that is determined by the length of the cavity (Lcav). At very low flow rates (1 −

5µL/min) and low O/W ratios, both the shearing forces of the CP and the pressure

built in the junction cannot immediately break the DP into droplets after the bypass

channels are completely blocked. As a consequence, the generated droplets grow up

to 2-3 times longer than expected for the T-shaped generator and up to 1.5 times

longer for the symmetrical generator.

At medium to high total flow rates (e.g. 20 − 80µL/min ) the length of the

measured droplet becomes very stable in both generators with almost not noticeable

differences in the size of the droplets. On one hand, the T-shaped geometrically-

set MFDG produces droplets that are slightly larger than the targeted value (∼

1.1− 1.2×) but at a constant volume for the entire range.
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Figure B.6: Simulation of the droplet size as a function of both total flow rates and
flow rate ratios. The target length of the droplet is “1”, which means that the length
of the droplet is the same as the length of the cavity.
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On the other hand, the symmetrical geometrically-set MFDG was more accu-

rate reaching droplet lengths that are closer to the size of the cavity Lcav but lower

precision since a slight reduction in droplet size can be observed at high flow rates.

Nevertheless, both droplet generators showed the intended droplet size independency

on the flow conditions, which proves the value of these geometrically-set devices as

robust generators that can provide uniform droplets in parallelization systems.

Fig. B.7 shows the fixed-volume droplet formation in both systems at a total flow

rate of 20µL/min and at O/W flow rate ratios of 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 5:1. In all

cases, it can be said that the generated droplets are of equivalent size. Also, as the

O/W ratio increases, the separation between one droplet and the next also increases.

This characteristic is expected due to the conservation of mass in the device. Thus

the excess of oil determines the separation distance.

By controlling the rate of droplet generation and therefore the spacing between

each droplet, one can create droplet microfluidic systems in which two or more

droplets of different chemicals can be produced, synchronized with the O/W ra-

tios and later merged to start a reaction. This concept of droplet synchronization a

merging has been studied intensively to provide accurate reaction volumes. Exam-

ples of droplet mergers are described elsewhere and they can be passive [181, 182,

183, 184, 185] or active [167, 183] components located downstream. Similarly, droplet

synchronization was also studied by connecting two droplet microfluidic devices with

railroad-like channels or “bridges” [186, 187].

The symmetrical geometrically-set droplet generator has distinctive advantages

over T-shape counterpart. This new configuration of the block and break mechanism,

helps to solve undesirable wetting problems (commonly observed in T-junctions) be-

cause it allows for a continuous and uniform oil layer between the channel walls and

the DP at all times. In other words, the disperse phase is in lesser contact with the

channels walls specially during droplet formation. This critical characteristic may
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Figure B.7: Droplet generation of both devices at similar flow conditions

cause the entire system to fail, specially in the case of a parallel system that has

hundreds of this devices integrated in a chip.

A second clear advantage of this device compared to previously reported geome-

tries [179], is the reduced pressure fluctuation that the inlets of both the DP and

the CP see during devices operation. This pressure variation is due to the inherent

droplet breaK-up and the Laplace pressure jumps in multiphase flow. Fig. B.8 shows

the pressure fluctuations for both the T-shape and the newly proposed symmetrical

configuration.

In the case of the T-shape geometrically-set MFDG every time the cavity and the

bypass is blocked there is an abrupt pressure jump that oscillates within ≈ 200Pa for

the oil inlet and ≈ 500Pa for the water inlet. Whereas in the case of our symmetrical

device, this fluctuation gets reduced by half of more of that of the T-shape device.

For example, the oscillation in the oil inlet stays within ≈ 100Pa and the water inlet

oscillates within 200Pa. This reduced pressure fluctuation is due to the symmetrical

shearing forces that act from both sides of the cavity to form a droplet.
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Figure B.8: Simulation of the oscillating pressures as the cavity of the generators
is filled. (a) T-shape Geometrically-set MFDG. (b) Symmetrical Geometrically-set
MFDG. The red line shows the the pressure fluctuation as seen by the oil inlet, in
past designs the pressure fluctuates by approximately 200Pa, whereas in ours this
pressure change oscillates within 100Pa. Similarly the black line reads the pressure
of the water inlet, which improves from oscillating by 500Pa to only 200Pa. The
blue lines show the volume fraction of the DP in the cavity area (where “1” means
that all the cavity is filled by DP).
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B.3 Conclusions of Geometrically-set MDFGs

CFD simulation was used to study devices that generate droplets of constant volume

at different flow conditions. After validating our simulations with experimental tests,

the model was used to propose a symmetrical configuration of a geometrically-set

MFDG device.

This new configuration is less susceptible to wetting problems because the DP gets

interacts less with the channel walls, the relationship between the length of the cavity

“Lcav” and length of the droplet “Ldrop” is more accurate, and the pressure drop at

the inlets is more stable. Having a lower fluctuation in the oscillatory patterns of the

pressure at the inlets is beneficial for parallelization because it brings less cross-talk

or interaction between adjacent devices. This also implies that the parallelization of

these devices will be more robust.

An important characteristic, which was noticed for the fist time in both geometrically-

set MFDG, is the control over droplet generation frequency that they offer. This

generation frequency depends on the O/W flow rate ratio because droplet size is of

constant volume for a broad range of O/W conditions and therefore, adding more

CP to the generator only increases the spacing between each droplet. Because of this

flexible droplet generation frequency, the geometrically-set MFDG are suitable can-

didates for applications in µRT, in which two or more droplets of different reagents

are to be merged downstream for the reaction to take place.
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